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1. Introduction: 

With the advent of cutting-edge biotechnological tools the notion of anatomy which 

was earlier restricted within the visibility of ‘naked eye’ has now expanded upto the molecular 

level. Anatomy is a fundamental science on which medical science stands upon. Indeed, it is 

difficult to draw a concrete inference in any medical context without explicitly or implicitly 

invoking anatomical concepts. With the fast-paced progress of biotechnology pathogenesis of 

systemic diseases are being delved upto miniscule level giving rise to concept of ‘molecular 
pathology. As the idea of ‘pathology’ has emerged through the labyrinths of biotechnology to 
‘molecular pathology’ a major transition has occurred simultaneously from ‘gross anatomy’ to 
‘molecular anatomy’. This newly evolved arena of anatomy deals with molecular 

underpinnings of the progression of transcription, replication and translation of the genetic 

material. How spatiotemporal expression of genes, their intricate interactions and regulations 

are leading to development of complex biological system are being studied with great zeal by 

the scientific fraternity across the globe. 

Recent decades have observed significant progress in elucidating the different 

mechanisms of gene expression and the important roles of genomic and transcriptomic 

elements in regulation of gene expression. In addition, new insights have been gained about 

different levels of genome organization, including the demonstration of specific domains with 

boundary elements and the importance of chromatin looping mechanisms in control of gene 

expression. 

In light of the above-mentioned facts development of anatomical features of different 

organs vis-à-vis central nervous system, heart, reproductive system and respiratory system 

have been discussed here keeping focus on expression and molecular regulation of key genes 

in these intricate biological processes. Several candidate genes which act as molecular 

signature or marker of genetic diseases are also enlisted here.  

2. Molecular mechanism of neurological development 

The vertebrate Central Nervous System (CNS) originates from the embryonic dorsal 

ectoderm. In the initial phase of the complex neurulation process differentiation of the neural 

epithelium from the ectoderm takes place which ultimately leads to the formation of the neural 

tube. At neural plate and neural tube stages, local signaling centers in the neuroepithelium, 

known as secondary organizers, refine the antero-posterior specification of different neural 

territories. In birds and mammals, the region was named “Hensen’s node” and “the node”, 
respectively. The whole process is governed by a complex circuitry of cellular signaling and 

gene expression machineries. Experiments involving the labeling of individual cells or small 

groups of them, and analysis of their fate during gastrulation and neurulation have been 

performed in different species. Temporal expression of plethora of genes regulate location, 
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onset and developmental consequences of inductive processes, which culminates into regional 

specification within the developing brain. Insightful molecular biology investigations have 

revealed the candidate molecules which regulate these processes. During the past two decades, 

several molecular biology 

investigations have identified 

many regulatory genes whose 

patterns of expression in the 

embryonic neural plate and 

tube have yielded important 

insights into neuronal 

regionalization (Shimamura et 

al., 1995; 1997; Puelles and 

Rubenstein 2003; Echevarria 

et al. 2003; Aroca and Puelles, 

2006). The precise gene 

expression patterns in terms of 

the topology of the neural plate 

axes provides conspicuous 

understanding of how the 

expression of specific sets of 

genes in the neuroepithelium is 

related to brain histogenesis. 

Thus, longitudinal patterns 

reflect expression which 

extends along part or the 

entire antero-posterior axis 

and mark the three primordia 

of the floor, basal and alar 

plates (Fig. 1). At the anterior  

 

pole of the neural plate, medial (basal plate primordium) and lateral (alar plate 

primordium) domains form nested arcs which are concentric with the anterior neural ridge 

(Shimamura et al., 1995; Cobos et al., 2001; Echevarria et al., 2003). The expression domains 

of many other genes are restricted to transverse regions of the neural plate, showing molecular 

discontinuities along the antero-posterior axis (Fig. 1). Several transcription factors are 

expressed in nested domains of the neural plate that play a crucial role in the constitution of 

particular transverse territories. (Martinez, 2001; Echevarria et al., 2003; Aroca and Puelles 

2006). 

 2.1. Molecular Convergence of Neurodevelopmental Disorders 

Dysregulation of the gene expression during neuronal development has been found to 

cause a number of neurodevelopmental disorders (NDs), suggesting the regulation of gene 

expression plays a vital role in neuronal development.  

ASD is classified as a pervasive developmental disorder (PPD) and characterized by 

loss of cognition, impaired social interactions, and communication defects. Genetic studies 

Fig. 1 Molecular regionalization of the neural plate. Different colors 

represent different genes (gene symbol and color codes are identified in 

the schematic diagram). Medio-lateral (dorso-ventral) and antero-

posterior (rostro-caudal) regionalization are identifiable by the limits 

between expression domains. The presumptive epithelia of different 

brain regions have been identified, as well as the presumptive 

localization of the secondary organizers, in relation to precise 

boundaries between gene expression domains. (Adapted from Vieira et 

al., 2010) 
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demonstrated that patients with ASD have a variety of de novo chromosomal deletions and 

duplications. For example, X chromosome deletions implicated the NLGN3 and NLGN4 

genes, which encode neuroligins 3 and 4. Another strong genetic association for ASD is 

SHANK3 (SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat domains 3), which encodes a scaffolding protein 

serving as a binding partner of neuroligins. De novo exonic mutations of several genes has 

been linked with the pathogenesis of ASD, including SCN2A (sodium channel, voltage-gated, 

type II, alpha subunit), KATNAL2 (katanin p60 subunit A-like 2), CHD8 (cadherin 8), 

NTNG1 (netrin-G1), GRIN2B (glutamate receptor, ionotropic, N-methyl D-aspartate 2B), 

LAMC3 (laminin subunit gamma 3), and SCN1A (sodium channel, voltage-gated, type I 

alpha subunit). 

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most common known inherited cause of intellectual 

disability and autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Transcriptional silencing of gene FMR1 

(fragile X mental retardation gene) and loss of its protein product FMRP is the molecular 

reason behind FXS. In the majority of FXS, the causative mutation is a trinucleotide (CGG) 

repeat expansion in FMR1. In normal individual the 5’-untranslated region of FMR1 is a 

polymorphic CGG repeats with the most common normal length of 30 repeats. However, in 

FXS patient, this repeat is expanded more than 200, typically 800, leading to 

hypermethylation and epigenetic silencing of FMR1 and loss 

the encoded protein, FMRP.  

3. Molecular mechanism of heart development 

The mammalian heart, a highly modified vessel, 

matures in the embryo from a simple muscular tube with an 

endocardial lining, to a dual pump under moment-by-moment 

electrical and neuroendocrine control. A key phenomenon in 

mammalian heart formation is the septation of a single 

tubular form to generate four chambers: two collecting 

chambers (the atria) and two pumping chambers (the 

ventricles) guarded by atrioventricular valves (Anderson et al. 

2014). 

Several highly conserved cardiac transcription factors, 

namely GATA4/6, ISL1, NKX2-5, MEF2C, SRF, TBX5, and 

TBX20 are considered to be part of a cardiac kernel in that 

they are expressed regionally in cardiac progenitor cells and 

differentiating lineages. (Davidson and Erwin 2006; 

Herrmann et al. 2012). It is noteworthy that although 

knockout of kernel factors generally leads to arrested heart 

development owing to defective tissue growth and 

patterning, phenotypes can show distinct features (Watt et al. 

2004; Stennard et al. 2005; Prall et al. 2007), indicating 

overlapping and unique roles within the kernel and in the 

flow of information from upstream regulators to downstream 

functions. Another TF MESP1 is expressed in anterior embryonic and extraembryonic 

mesoderm from gastrulation stages, before the expression of the cardiac-kernel factors.  It 

enhances cardiogenesis and represses alternative cell fates when overexpressed in pluripotent 

Fig. 2: Key genes expressed during 

development of different parts of 

mammalian heart (Devalla & 

Passier, 2018) 
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stem cells (Bondue et al. 2008, 2011). This appears to occur through direct regulation of 

kernel factors, such as NKX2-5, HAND1, and GATA4. MESP1 has therefore been thought of 

as a cardiac master regulator. The paired-homeodomain pluripotency factor, OCT4, is also 

involved in driving early lineage states and is coexpressed with MESP1 during mouse 

pluripotent stem cell differentiation into cardiac lineages where it dose-dependently regulates 

cardiogenesis. 

3.1. Gene expression signature of cardiovascular disease marker 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a leading health problem across the globe that 

encompasses a broad range of disorders including diseases of the vasculature, the 

myocardium, the heart’s electrical circuit, and congenital heart disease. For nearly all of these 

disorders, inherited DNA sequence variants play a role in conferring risk for disease. Table 1 

shows key candidate genes of CVD. 

Table 1: Candidate genes used as markers of cardiovascular diseases 

Disease Symptoms Candidate genes  

Hypercholesterolemia High LDL cholesterol is sufficient 

to cause myocardial infarction 

APOB, ABCG5, ABCG8, 

ARH, PCSK9 

Familial 

hypobetalipoproteinemia 

Lifelong low LDL cholesterol APOB, PCSK9, 

ANGPTL3 

Hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy 

Increased TGF-β signaling in the 
myocyte with subsequent effects 

on neighboring fibroblasts, leading 

to fibrosis and scarring 

MYH7, TNNT2, TPM1, 

TNNI3, MYL2, MYBPC3, 

ACTC, MYL3 

Marfan’s syndrome Aneurysm formation FBN1 

Atrial or ventricular septal 

defects 

-- NKX2-5, GATA-4, TBX5 

Bicuspid aortic valve, 

Calcific aortic valve 

disease 

-- NOTCH1 

4. Molecular regulation of reproductive tract development  

The reproductive tract in females is derived from the Müllerian ducts, and that in 

males from Wolffian ducts in males. The testes and ovaries, and the relevant external genitalia 

arise from the urogenital tubercle and labioscrotal structures. The ducts and gonads have their 

embryonic origins in the tissues of the urogenital ridge that arise from the enlarging 

intermediate mesoderm that forms upon gastrulation, becomes populated with germ cells, and 

undergoes continued growth and morphogenesis during the embryonic period. 

A number of genes encoding transcriptional regulators and secreted ligands play 

crucial role during development of embryonic intermediate mesoderm. The homeobox 

containing gene transcription factors Lim1, Lhx9, and Emx2 are expressed beginning at 

gastrulation in visceral and lateral folds that make up the intermediate mesenchyme. Targeted 

disruption of the Lim1 gene produces a disorganized structure with reduced expression of Pax-

2, a paired box transcription factor, which becomes a marker of the Wolffian duct, and the 

homeobox gene Hox 6b. Hox-6, and a number of other Hox genes, are responsible for defining 

the developing body axes. The fact that patients with congenital anomalies of the reproductive 
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tract have associated urinary tract defects implies a common molecular pathophysiology 

occurring early in embryonic life.  

Another gene whose expression is critical for normal reproductive tract determination 

is Wnt-4. This ligand is expressed in the coelomic epithelium that invaginates to form the 
Müllerian duct and then in the mesenchyme surrounding the duct. Wnt-4 functions in 

intracellular communication via the frizzled family of receptors and are required for early 

pattern formation, cell fates, and polarity. Wnt4 has no role in male reproductive tract 

development because it is not 

expressed in Wolffian ducts. 

Nephrogenesis depends upon Wnt-4 

because both males and females die 

at birth with renal agenesis.  

Wnt-7a, another member of 
the family, is also required for 
Müllerian duct differentiation. Wnt-

7a normally mediates the expression 
of the MIS type II receptor allowing 
complete regression of the 
Müllerian duct in males.  

The Wilms’ tumor factor, 
WT1, and the steroidogenic factor, 

SF-1, help to develop both urinary 

tracts and gonads with subsequent 

consequences for reproductive tract 

development. Both will be important in regulating genes such as MIS that are important in sex 

differentiation later in development, as well, as is GATA-4, another transcriptional regulator, 

also expressed in primitive gonads in both male and female embryos. 

Table 2: Genomic basis of Reproductive disorders 

Disease Symptoms Candidate genes mutation 

Spontaneous ovarian 

hyperstimulation syndrome 

Ovarian 

hyperstimulation 

FSH receptor (FSHR) 

Mayer–Rokitansky–
Kuster–Hauser syndrome 

(Mullerian aplasia) 

Congenital absence 

of the uterus and 

vagina 

CFTR, GALT, HOXA7, HOXA13, 

PBX1, HOXA10, AMH, AMHR, RARG, 

or RXRA 

Endometriosis Inflammatory 

disorder 

ESR1, COMT, IL6, IL10, CYP17A1, 

CYP19A1, CYP1A1, MMP1, and 

MMP9 

Polycystic ovary syndrome Hyperandrogenic 

anovulation 

AGPAT2, BSCL2, CAV1, PTRF 

Leiomyomata (Alport 

syndrome) 

Uterine fibroid X-linked gene deletion affecting two 

collagen genes (COL4A5 and COL4A6) 

Steroid hormone resistance 

syndromes 

Absence of the 

uterus and vagina 

Androgen receptor (AR) 

Fig. 3: Molecular circuit regulating development of male and 

female reproductive system in vertebrate (Adapted from 

MacLaughlin et al., 2001)                           
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5. Molecular regulation of lung development 

Mammalian lung development comprises five stages: embryonic, pseudoglandular, 

canalicular, saccular and alveolar (Fig. 4A). At around 9.5 days post coitum (dpc) the 

embryonic stage begins with the 

budding of the primitive lung mass 

from the ventral gut epithelium. 

Preliminary trachea and pulmonary 

bronchi are formed by 12 dpc, 

forming the single left lung lobe 

and the four lobes of the right lung. 

Expansion of the bronchial tree 

and formation of the bronchi and 

bronchioles, occur during the 

pseudoglandular phase (14.5-16.5 

dpc). Also during this phase, 

epithelial cells differentiate to 

begin to form the prealveolar 

saccules. The cell mass comprising 

the prealveolar sacs expands 

exponentially during the 

canalicular period (16.5-17.5 dpc), 

with septation into alveoli 

continuing through birth and until 

maturation of the adult lung. The 

pulmonary vasculature constantly changes as the lung structures differentiate. Vasculature 

remodeling continues throughout the lung development process, until lung becomes mature. 

Table 3. Candidate genes of lung disorder 

Disease Symptoms Candidate genes  

Lethal respiratory distress of 

infant  
Respiratory distress 

Surfactant Protein B 

(SFPTB) 

Acute respiratory distress Respiratory distress 
Surfactant Protein C 

(SFPTC) 

Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (COPD ) 
Respiratory distress SERPINA1 

Plethora of transcription factors, growth factors, and structural proteins contribute to 

the complex process of lung formation. As shown in Fig. 4B, factors such as thyroid 

transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) are involved in several stages of development, interacting with 

different targets at different stages. Activation of lung specific transcription factors at certain 

time points is known but their targets are often unidentified, as in the case of TTF-1 during the 

canalicular and saccular-alveolar and adult stages. HNF-3, both alpha and beta forms, also 

play an important role in the differentiation of lung tissues but their exact targets are 

unknown. HNF-3β appears to influence the transcription of various other lung epithelium 
restricted genes such as TTF-1.  

Fig. 4A: Different stages of lung formation (Adapted from 

Herriges & Morrisey, 2014) 
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6. Molecular basis of G.I tract development 

The gut is an early evolutionary advance which forms organ system under the 

molecular controls of gut pattern formation across the species. The gut develops in a routine 

manner in many different species, by using a basic mechanism of signaling between the 

endoderm and mesoderm which is essential for normal gut development. The gut has four 

major patterned axes: anterior-posterior (AP), dorsal-ventral (DV), left-right (LR), and radial 

(RAD). During gut development, many 

molecular pathways control and 

determine its regional specification. 

 Molecular control: 

The gut is composed of two 

tissue types in a tubular arrangement. 

The outer layer(s) of the tube is 

primarily smooth muscle derived from 

lateral plate splanchnic mesoderm. The 

inner luminal lining is an epithelium 

derived from ectoderm in the most 

anterior region of the gut (the mouth) 

and the most posterior region (the 

anus). The majority of the gut 

epithelium is endodermally derived. 

Several factors have been 

described expressed in the early 

endoderm with mutant phenotypes 

suggesting roles in endoderm 

specification and early patterning. One of these is the GATA family of transcription factors of 

Fig.5. Anterior-posterior (AP) pattern development in the 

gut. The left diagram shows the anterior intestinal portal 

(AIP) and caudal intestinal portal (CIP) and opposite poles 

of the embryo. The middle figure shows early AP 

regionalization into foregut, midgut, and hindgut with near 

adult epithelial (radial) differentiation of specific regions 

shown on right. 

Fig. 4B: A host of transcription factors and genes participating in mammalian lung formation (Bonner et 

al., 2003). 
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which GATA-4 is expressed in very early definitive endoderm of the AIP (anterior intestinal 

portal) (Molkentin and Olson, 1997). Mice engineered with null mutations in GATA-4 have 

multiple anomalies, suggesting a role in the formation of the AIP. Therefore a critical function 

of GATA-4, is to regulate the normal formation of the AIP and the lateral to ventral body 

folds. Anterior definitive endoderm requires zygotic activation of at least one known factor, 

HNF3b, a forkhead domain/winged helix transcription factor that is expressed in the late 

primitive streak stage in the definitive endoderm (Ang et al., 1993). HNF3b -/- mice fail to 

develop foregut or midgut endoderm (Zaret, 1999), a phenotype that can be rescued when 

HNF3b 1 ES cells populate the definitive embryo in HNF3b-/- chimeras (Dufort et al., 1998). 

Because the posterior endoderm is formed normally in the HNF3b-/- embryos, other as yet 

unknown factors must be regulating posterior endoderm formation.  

The primitive gut tube is lined by a single layer of a columnar endoderm/epithelium 

and encircled by a thin layer of splanchnic mesoderm. As the mesoderm grows and 

differentiates into smooth muscle, the gut tube alters its gross morphology, resulting in clear 

demarcations among the foregut, midgut, and hindgut. The luminal epithelial morphology lags 

significantly behind the gross gut pattern in its regionally specific differentiation.   

It has been known for decades that the gut cannot develop normally without an interaction 

between the endoderm and mesoderm. There is a developmental window after which the 

primitive gut endoderm, 

although still 

morphologically 

undifferentiated, is 

committed and develops into 

its regionally specified 

epithelium. Many studies 

have confirmed that the 

mesoderm directs the 

ultimate epithelial pattern in 

the gut (Kedinger et al., 

1988). Most of the 

endodermal gut regions 

studied appear plastic to 

influence from mesoderm 

in both morphologic and 

cytologic differentiation, 

except for the midgut 

region. Some midgut-specific epithelial cyto-differentiation appears to have cell 

autonomous/cell-specific features. Specific midgut epithelial expression of digestive enzymes 

is maintained even when influenced by heterologous mesoderm (Roberts et al., 1998). Midgut 

endoderm must have some epithelial cell autonomous features. Some of the molecular 

controls of early endodermal mesodermal events have been described. Sonic hedgehog (Shh), 

a vertebrate homologue of Drosophila hedgehog (hh), encodes a signaling molecule is 

expressed in the endoderm of the gut morphogenesis because its earliest endodermal 

expression is restricted to the endoderm of the AIP and CIP before invagination occurs 

Fig.6. Expression boundaries of selected factors in the endoderm and 

mesoderm with specific reference to sphincter placement. (Adapted from 

Grapin-Botton and Melton, 2000). 
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(Roberts et al., 1995). Shh must act as a signal from endoderm to mesoderm and Shh is 

involved with mesodermal development, recruitment, or other aspects of mesodermal foregut 

patterning.  The endoderm derived tissue expresses Shh, there is closely associated 

mesenchymal mesoderm that expresses a homolog of Drosophila’s dpp (Narita et al., 2000). 

There are two vertebrate homologs of dpp expressed in the gut; Bmp2 and Bmp4. In the 

primitive hindgut, at the earliest time Shh expression can be detected in the CIP region (even 

before invagination is apparent), Bmp4 is expressed in the subjacent mesenchymal mesoderm 

(Roberts et al., 1995). In misexpression studies, Shh ectopically induces Bmp4 in the 

splanchnic mesoderm of the developing gut (Sukegawa et al., 2000) which then controls 

aspects of smooth muscle development in the gut (Roberts et al., 1995, 1998).  Bmp2 is 

expressed at later stages, for a short time window, restricted to a region of the stomach 

mesoderm in the chick for proper glandular formation in the stomach epithelium (Narita et al., 

2000).  

The three broad AP regions of the gut are housed in the three body cavities which 

suggests that the molecular controls on formation of the overall body plan pattern may 

influence in the pattern formation of the gut along the AP axis. There is abundant information 

now that the Hox genes may also pattern the gut, although their role in gut patterning is not as 

clear as their role in patterning the overall body plan. Hox genes are expressed in the 

vertebrate gut as well as in the gut of all animal species in which homologs have been cloned. 

The Abd-B like Hox genes are expressed in the mesoderm of the posterior midgut and hindgut. 

Hox gene expression in the chick hindgut has demonstrated that the Abd-B like Hox genes of 

the A and D cluster have regionally restricted expression boundaries demarcating morphologic 

landmarks. Anterior vertebrate gut regions are likely to have restricted Hox gene expression 

patterns at morphologic boundaries. At the junction of each of the major AP regions there 

exists a sphincter of variable size and the sharp restriction of expression boundaries at 

sphincters suggests that these regions are important in gut pattern formation.  

The pyloric sphincter (PS), have limited expression boundaries. Examples include 

factors with expression restricted to the mesoderm anterior to the PS in the stomach (or 

gizzard): Bapx1/Nkx3.2; and those restricted to the mesoderm posterior in the small intestine: 

Wnt5a, Bmp4; crossing the PS: Nkx2.5 and 2.3. Additionally, some factors are expressed in 

the endoderm at this region (those restricted to the PS and posterior-CdxA and Pdx1; and PS 

and anterior- Sox2, Six2) (Roberts et al., 1998). 

  Two of the 13th paralogs of the AbdB class of Hox genes (Hoxa-13 and Hoxd-13) play 

a role in chick and murine hindgut development. In mice, homozygous null mutants for Hoxd-

13 have a rectal phenotype demonstrable by gross morphology and histologic section of the 

region (Kondo et al., 1996). The loss of both functional alleles results in anal/rectal prolapse, 

probably a result of maldevelopment of the anal sphincter. Microscopically the anal sphincter 

muscle is disorganized and thin, suggesting that Hoxa-13 and Hoxd-13 are necessary for 

normal sphincter development, consistent with the theo.y put forth by Zakany and Duboule 

(1999) that Hox genes are important regional specifiers of gut sphincter development. 

Compound mutant mice carrying null alleles of both Hoxa-13 and Hoxd-13 show severe 

muscular defects in the anal sphincter and absence of the anal opening (Warot et al., 1997). 

The posterior most region of the gut in the chick, the cloaca, is the common gut, urogenital 

opening. Cloacal development occurs in other species and is a developmental stage in 
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mammalian development, before becoming compartmentalized into separate gut, genital, and 

urinary regions. Some of the same genes important in posterior gut development are also 

players in patterning the posterior genital and urinary tract. In humans, a mutation in Hoxa13 

results in a syndrome that involves a genital phenotype (Mortlock and Innis, 1997). Therefore, 

mesodermal expression of Hox genes can function in the mesoderm endoderm interaction 

patterning the epithelium.  

Ventral signal inhibits Shh expression at this pole of the endoderm. Signals producing 

a ventral pole are critical in the development of the foregut derivatives including the thyroid, 

lungs, pancreas, and liver. Providing polarity in the DV axis of the gut is in an important 

function of both the endoderm and mesoderm and absolutely necessary for normal formation 

of these essential gut derivative organs. 

Normal pancreatic development requires specific patterning of the ventral and dorsal 

endoderm at a specific AP region. Pdx1, another homeobox- containing transcription factor, is 

required for this DV pattern (Oetjen et al., 1970; Offield et al., 1996). Pdx-1 is expressed in 

the endoderm of the foregut in the presumptive duodenal endoderm and at the regions where 

both the ventral and dorsal pancreatic buds will form (Oetjen et al., 1970; Ahlgren et al., 1996; 

Offield et al., 1996). Pdx1 expression is required for normal pancreatic epithelial development 

but not for pancreatic-specific mesodermal development.The mesodermal pattern of the 

pancreas appears to require the absence of Shh expression in the DV region. 

Liver development also requires DV polarity. A ventral signal is needed to induce foregut 

endodermal budding and hepatic differentiation. Hepatic differentiation can be inhibited by 

the addition of dorsal derived gut mesoderm.                                                                                     

Conclusion 

There are several strands that weave together to form the anatomical approaches to 

development. Growth of an organism from 2 -cell stage to multicellular entity is nothing but 

changing anatomical architecture of the organism. The expanding field of gene expression 

analysis with advanced technologies have conceptualized process of disease pathogenesis at 

cellular and molecular levels. Genetic variation in the form of altered script in an individual’s 
genome may contribute to disease largely through misregulation of gene expression. 

Mutations in the transcription factors that control cell state may impact the autoregulatory 

loops that are at the core of cellular regulatory circuitry, leading to the loss of a normal 

healthy cell state. In the era of advanced gene expression analysis technologies the boundary 

of anatomy has expanded from gross to molecular level and it is obvious that future research 

in this area will help to understand this basic area in greater depth.  
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Veterinary profession is concerned with the promotion of the health and welfare of 

livestocks and birds. This involves the care of healthy and sick animals, the prevention, 

recognition, control and treatment of diseases, and productivity of livestock. Beyond clinical 

practice, veterinary professionals play significant role in the protection of public health, in 

research, and in other areas such as conservation and wildlife protection. This reflects the 

important role of the veterinarian in animal health and consumer protection. Veterinarians also 

play important role for the improvement and sustainable production of livestock and poultry 

sector. Veterinary careers require the acquisition and application of scientific knowledge, and 

the use of technical and practical skills towards disease prevention, protection and care of both 

domestic and wild animals. New technological developments in veterinary medicine make this 

career area more exciting and challenging than ever before. 

To practice as a veterinarian, it is essential to have a Bachelor's degree in Veterinary 

Science and Animal Husbandry (B.V.Sc. and AH) course. Students after completion of 12th 

Science with Biology group, who are interested in animals, their welfare and treatment, may 

choose this course. After graduation, students will get the title of Doctor. Talking about the 

course, it is a 5 years and 6 month long Undergraduate Degree program. First four and half 

years of study are devoted to theoretical and practical training in various disciplines like 

anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, nutrition, livestock production and management, product 

technology, pathology, microbiology, pharmacology, genetics and breeding, gynaecology, 

surgery, medicine and animal husbandry extension. The last one year rotational internship 

training devoted to hands-on training. It is evident that this program teaches students to 

diagnose diseases in animals and birds, deal with preventive and clinical medicines, use 

surgical procedures if necessary, livestock and poultry management including feeding, 

breeding etc. 

HISTORY OF VETERINARY EDUCATION IN INDIA:  

Veterinary Science was well developed in India as early as the Vedic period. Emperor 

Ashoka established several hospitals in different parts of India and employed veterinary 

doctors for animal healthcare. During the period of Ashoka (237-232BC), human and animal 

hospitals existed side by side. Hospitals had well-defined wards, where patients were housed 

and treated indoors. There was treatment for all sorts of animals. Treatment of elephants was 

called ‘Palkapya samhita’ and horses ‘Shalihotra samita’. In India, before independent 
veterinary education began in 1862 with the establishment of an army veterinary school in 

Pune. The first civil veterinary school was established in Babugarh (Hapur) in Uttar Pradesh, 

in the year 1877. Then subsequently, first veterinary college was established in 1882 at 

Lahore. Others were established in Bombay (1884), in Bengal (1993), in Madras (1902) and in 

Bihar (1930). At the time of independence, there were nine veterinary colleges in India. 
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Today, the number is 49 (45 Government and 4 private colleges) as per 2019 Veterinary 

Council of India report. 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES IN VETERINARY SCIENCES: 

Academic programme in Veterinary Sciences is common throughout the country and is 

regulated by Veterinary Council of India, New Delhi. Presently there are 45 government and 4 

private Veterinary Colleges in the country which are imparting the B.V.Sc. & A.H degree, 

recognized under Indian Veterinary Council Act, 1984. These colleges are affiliated to 

different State Agricultural Universities, Veterinary & Animal Science Universities and 

Central Agricultural Universities. In addition the Veterinary University, Bikaner (RAJUVAS) 

and Veterinary University, Ludhiana (GADVASU) and Hissar (LUVAS) have affiliated few 

veterinary colleges under private sector. In addition to State Agricultural Universities, 

Veterinary and Animal Science University and Central University, the Indian Veterinary 

Research Institute (IVRI) at Bareilly (UP), National Dairy Research Institute (NDRI) at 

Karnal (Haryana) are also providing facilities for Post graduates and Doctoral degrees.  

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION IN VETERINARY COLLEGES: 

The minimum eligibility criteria for taking admission in the B.V.Sc & A.H (Bachelor 

of Veterinary and Animal Husbandry) degree course is 10+2 standard with Physics, 

Chemistry and Biology (PCB) from a recognized Board. Minimum 50% mark is required in 

the above mentioned subjects to be considered eligible to pursue this course for general 

category and relaxations in minimum marks are provided to SC/ST and OBC category 

students. The minimum age requirement is 17 years. Most veterinary colleges give admission 

based on performance in the entrance examination held by State Agriculture and Veterinary 

University at State level, all India and institute level. Veterinary Council of India (VCI) 

conducts an ‘All India Common Entrance examination’ (AICEE) for admission to first year 
B.V.Sc. & A.H. degree course held in May each year. 15% seats in every college are filled 

through national level test and rest by the State level test. However, during last two years the 

15% all India quota seats have been filled through National Eligibility cum Entrance Test 

(NEET) score. For admission to Master’s and Doctoral programmes the All India Entrance 
Examination is conducted by the Indian Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR).   

SCOPE OF VETERINARY PROFESSION: 

 Veterinary Science is the science and art of diagnosing, treating, and caring of sick 

animals, encompasses all types of diseases and treatments of large and small animals, birds, 

and big mammals. “Previously, there was no consciousness about animals. Today, people are 
more aware about the field of Veterinary Science. Farmers know about the importance of 

animal management at farms. There is immense scope as the field is growing. “Like in 'human 
medicine', specialization has started in this field as well, and there are vets who have 

specialized in, or have a special interest in fields like Medicine, Gynecology, Surgery, 

Orthopedics, Anesthesia, Genetics, Food Hygiene, Pathology, Parasitology, Pharmacology, So 

one can choose a specific field to work.  

 India has the largest livestock population about 536 million heads as well as 852 

millions poultry population as per 20th census. The livestock population increased by 

4.6 and poultry by 16.8% over previous 19th census. The demand of veterinarian to 

take care of this huge livestock and poultry is on the rise. 
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 Agriculture sectors, government animal husbandry departments, poultry farms, 

veterinary hospitals and clinics all require specialists in the field. From vaccination of 

animals, to information on nutrition and health, to scientific breeding using methods 

like in-vitro fertilization and artificial insemination, veterinarians are required 

everywhere. 

 Due to commercialization of veterinary industry and the policies more and more 

international industries of food manufacturing, pharmaceutical, diagnostic and vaccine 

production etc. have opened up demand for veterinary professionals. 

 Increasing awareness towards veterinary education by introducing various schemes 

viz. National talent scholarship, Junior and Senior Research ICAR fellowships, 

internship allowance at higher rate and pay package to veterinary professionals 

equivalent to professional of other field. 

 Scope for entrepreneur development in diversified areas is on the rise. Canine and 

feline practice in cosmopolitan cities, establishment of dairy and poultry industries, 

milk and meat processing venture, establishment of livestock business and marketing 

etc. are gaining momentum. 

 Opportunities for higher education in foreign countries and demand for qualified 

professionals in developed country is attracting Indian veterinarian. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR VETERINARIANS:  

The field of Veterinary Science & Animal Husbandry is diversifying and growing. 

Banks and insurance companies require vets for passing of loans for livestock. Entrepreneurs 

in poultry are growing in India. There is scope in the field of farming of livestock, kennel 

management, Agri-business management etc. Job prospects in comparison to other 

professional and technical degree programmes are better for veterinary graduates. 

Postgraduates in the field have tremendous opportunities, though pure graduates too have a 

bright future. There are large numbers of avenues which demand the services of veterinary 

doctors. 

Jobs in Government sector: 

Animal husbandry department: After graduation, one may join state or central government 

animal husbandry department working as a Veterinary Surgeon. Veterinary doctors are 

required in Government hospital, polyclinics, disease diagnosis labs, slaughter houses, public 

health centers, animal husbandry unit, farms (poultry farms, dairy farms, sheep and rabbit 

farms etc), breeding centers, quarantine units, sperm banks. There is also scope for the 

veterinarians specializing in farm animals as a farm manager in state livestock farms, Semen 

banks, poultry farms etc. 

Forest department: Zoo, wild life sanctuaries, national parks and zoological parks also need 

veterinary specialists for care and management of wild animals as well as for wildlife 

conservation and research. The B.V.Sc. and A.H. degree holders also can appear for the 

Indian Forest Service Examination conducted by the Union Public Services Commission, New 

Delhi. 

Teaching: Teaching is another option as experienced professionals are recruited as Faculty in 

State Agricultural Universities, State Veterinary Universities, or Universities having courses 

in Veterinary Science in various institutions. In addition, some agricultural universities also 
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recruit veterinarian with specialization in Animal science. One can go for post graduation 

(M.V.Sc), the minimum qualification for the post of Assistant Professor. However, as per 7th 

Pay Commission report the Doctoral degree is minimum requirement for the Assistant 

Professor at entry level. 

Research: Vets can also take up research work, on their own or in association with the 

government agencies such as ICAR (Indian council for Agricultural Research), Department of 

Science and technology (DST) and Department of Biotechnology (DBT). Veterinary experts 

work with the research involving animals for various purposes like vaccine production, fodder 

technology, animal genetics etc. 

Extension Specialist: Veterinarians with specialization (master’s or doctoral degree) in 
Animal Science have opportunity to join as extension specialist in Krishi Vigyan Kendra 

(KVK) affiliated to State Agricultural or Veterinary and Animal Science University. ICAR 

institutes with KVK also recruit the veterinarians with specialization in Animal Science as 

extension specialist. Even some non-government organizations (NGOs) with KVKs also 

recruit the veterinarians as extension specialists.  

Military Veterinary services: Military Veterinary Services provide care for service animals, 

public health services (food inspection, water quality), development assistance and research 

services. However each service varies significantly from others based on national mandates 

and interests.  

Paramilitary forces: Central Paramilitary Forces like Border Security Force (BSF), Indo 

Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) and Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) keep camels, dogs, mules and 

horses that need specialized veterinarians. Paramilitary forces recruit veterinary specialists for 

treatment and care of their mounted regiments. 

Medical institutions: Veterinary science students can work with medical institutions of both 

the government and private sectors. Especially in lab animal/experimental animal houses, 

Experimental & germ-free animal facilities attached to Medical Institutions. Even the 

veterinarians with specialization with in-vitro fertilization and embryo transfer have 

opportunity both in Government and Privates medical institution and laboratories. 

Banking Sector: National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) which 

deals with the agriculture and animal husbandry sector also recruits veterinarian with bachelor 

degree (B.V.Sc. & A.H.) for the post of officers in Grade ‘A’. 
Jobs in Private sector: 

Private practice/ Private veterinary hospital: After graduation, one may join 

Government/Private veterinary hospital and start working as a Veterinary Doctor or Surgeon. 

Also, one may start own clinic and start practice, for example- pet care clinic. The scope for 

veterinarians is bright in rural as well as urban areas. In cities, keeping pets is a fad, thus 

increasing the demand for private veterinary clinics and kennels. Private practice earnings are 

unlimited.  

Research and development departments of various organizations: Various private 

organizations employ veterinarians in research and development departments. Pharmaceutical 

industries appoint veterinary scientists in their research and development divisions for drugs, 

chemicals and bio-products, particularly antibiotics and vaccines for human and animal use. 

Industries: They can also work in technical sales, agri-business, marketing, pet food 

manufacturing industries and in management of industries dealing with animal feed, animal 
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products, milk and meat products processing industries etc. Veterinarians with M.B.A have 

better opportunity in different industries at managerial grade. 

Private poultry and livestock farms: Growth in the poultry sector and livestock sector has 

also resulted in increase in demand for veterinarians in different sectors of livestock and 

poultry farms, Race club, stud farms, Commercial breeding farms/ hatchery. 

Insurance companies and banks: Insurance companies and banks of both private and public 

sectors also require veterinary doctors for passing the loans. 

IVF Labs: Veterinarians with specialization in embryo biotechnology and in-vitro 

fertilization have great opportunity in IVF labs dealing with human infertility problems. 

Jobs in non-government organizations: There are also a number of opportunities in Non-

government Organizations/Societies working for the welfare of the animals and livestock 

owners like BAIF (Bharti Agro Industrial Federation), Help-in-Suffering, LPP (League of 

Pastoral People), PETA (People for Ethical Treatment of Animal), JK Trust and such other 

organizations.  

Corporate bodies: Corporate bodies like National Dairy Development Board (NDDB), milk 

federations, milk unions and village dairy co-operatives also hire the veterinary doctors for 

treatment, artificial insemination and other activities.  

Job opportunity abroad: There is a lot of scope for Indian veterinarian in overseas 

universities as faculty for teaching and research. However, to practices veterinary medicine 

abroad the veterinarians must have to clear the licence exam. Each country has its own exam, 

but if a veterinarian clears the DVM of USA or that of UK then he/she may be able to practice 

in most of other countries. There are recent changes in USA and Canada which make it a little 

difficult for Indian to practice there even after they clear the license test. This is due to the 

increase in no of veterinarian moving abroad. In Australia and New Zealand it is 

comparatively easy but the exam is difficult. Even a vet graduate can take the Graduate 

Record Examinations (GRE) and then apply for a post graduate course and then follow the 

course in United States. Further New Zealand is a great place for Veterinary graduates from 

India to build a career as New Zealand is facing shortage of qualified Veterinary 

professionals.  

Conclusion: The career scope of veterinary science is large and is growing faster in this era of 

modern world. Though there is huge scope in veterinary science, one has to continuously 

update his/her knowledge. The patients can’t speak, so a veterinary doctor has to be very 
thorough with his/her examination skills, for proper diagnosis and treatment. The curriculum, 

though revised regularly, is too heavy with theory and little practical training, according to the 

Working Group’s report. It recommends that students be exposed to hands-on training and 

problem-based learning. Requirements of the feed industry, pharmaceuticals, food processing 

plants, semen stations, wild life and zoo animals, public health issues, herd health 

management and reproduction, environment and global warming should be addressed 

adequately. Moreover, the Indian syllabus teaches very little about wildlife at the 

undergraduate level. Only few colleges such as Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences 

University, Jabalpur and Madras Veterinary College, Chennai offer postgraduate courses on 

treating wild animals. There is a stark need for more colleges to train vets in wildlife 

treatment. The conservation of wild life in its natural form and protecting it from impact of 

expansion of human habitat is a challenge. 
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PHYSIOTHERAPY IN ANIMAL - AN ANATOMICAL APPROACH 

Y. L. Vyas1 and Ruju Y. Vyas2 

1Rtd. Professor & Head, Dept. of Veterinary Anatomy, 

AAU, Anand: 388 001 (Gujarat), 2 Resident Physiotherapist 
 

     Physiotherapy is a field of medical science involving detailed history, observation, 

palpation, auscultation and examination skills leading to physical and functional diagnosis for 

prevention, correction, alleviation and limitation of any acute or chronic bodily malfunction 

including critical maneuvers for saving life in intensive care units, various cardiac and 

respiratory conditions promoting faster healing, pain relief, physical abilities, 

cardiorespiratory conditioning, musculoskeletal strengthening leading to  functional 

independence and treatment of various neurological, cardiopulmonary, integumentary, 

musculoskeletal, psychosomatic and mental disorders by use of broad range of exercises, 

manipulations, mobilizations, various school of thoughts and modalities such as 

electrotherapeutic, heat and cold agents,  hydrotherapy for improving overall quality of life. 

Physiotherapist not only adds quality to life but also adds life to years of a person by 

implementing various protocols for preventing, treating, restoring and rehabilitating an 

individual.According to WHO Physiotherapists “assess, plan and implement rehabilitative 
programs that improve or restore human motor functions, maximize movement ability, relieve 

pain syndromes, and treat or prevent physical challenges associated with injuries, diseases and 

other impairments”. 
 Why physiotherapy in animals? 

Physiotherapy in veterinary is widely debated topic since ages, it is recognised but its 

clinical application and relevance is still in its infancy. Much similar to human medicine, the 

veterinary medicine is shifting towards more preventive than curative care. Physiotherapy is 

thought to improve functionality of human beings but it also compliments conventional 

veterinary medicine not only for treating the injured animals but for preventing injuries in 

topmost athlete animals such as race horses. 

The main aims of animal physiotherapy are:   

 To reduce the pain. 

 To prevent secondary complication as a result of the pathology. 

 Enhance healing of injured tissues. 

 To prevent and correct deformities. 

 To reduce acute or chronic inflammation by use of various therapeutic modalities such 

as cold therapy, heat therapy, hydrotherapy and infrared rays over the affected part. 

 To strengthen the weak or paralysed muscles. 

 To prevent disused atrophy of fore limbs or hind limbs due to disease or disorder. 

 To reduce the tightness and improve the range of motion. 

 To maximize post-surgical recovery. 

 To provide positive psychological feedback to the patient and the owner. 

 To promote early recovery and improve the quality of life. 

 To restore functional ability. 
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Various veterinary physiotherapy techniques: 

1.) Exercise: 

Exercise includes active, passive or active assisted exercises. 

Indications:  

 Joint Stiffness 

 Paralysis 

 For muscle re-education 

 To prevent muscle atrophy 

 To improve muscle strength 

 To improve the muscle tone 

 To improve the risk of reinjury 

Techniques: 

a) Passive exercise can be given mechanically or manually by grasping the affected 

extremity that is weak or paralysed and moved into desired Range Of motion by 

maintaining proper manual contact. 

b) Active exercises, in which the patient performs the movement on its own such as 

running up and down, slow grazing and jumping. 

c) Active assisted exercise can also be given manually or mechanically when the patient 

can perform on its own but requires minimal to moderate amount of resistance to 

complete the range. 

d) Resisted exercises are done by resisting dynamic or static muscle contraction by 

applying manual or mechanical force. 

2.) Heat Therapy 

Indications: 

 To reduce pain 

 To reduce muscle spasm 

 To reduce the joint stiffness 

 Prior to exercise of painful joints 

 To increase tissue extensibility 

 To enhance the healing process 

Techniques: 

a) Superficial heat modalities such as hot packs, hydrotherapy and paraffin wax baths are 

used 

b) Deep heating modalities such as Short-wave diathermy and microwave diathermy are 

commonly used. 

But heat shouldn’t be given over anaesthetic areas, open wounds or areas with poor 
circulation. 

3.) Ultrasound Therapy 

Indications: 

 To decrease pain 

 To reduce muscle spasm 

 To improve scar mobility 

 Over inflamed areas 
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 To enhance the healing process 

Technique: 

a) The area to be treated should be shaved and cleaned and ultrasound gel is applied over 

it after setting proper frequency and time the ultrasound transducer is moved over 

desired area to be treated. 

4.) Infrared rays 

Indications: 

 Subacute or chronic inflammatory conditions 

 Over Arthritic limb to relieve pain 

 Over infective areas 

Technique: 

a) Luminous IR 

b) Non-Luminous IR 

c) Natural sunlight therapy 

5.) Electrical Stimulation 

Indications: 

 Paralysis 

 Muscle atrophy 

 Muscle weakness 

Techniques: 

a) Galvanic Current 

b) Faradic current  

Be cautious while applying over hypo aesthetic areas, not to be given over anaesthetic 

areas and over open wounds. 
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ADVANCES IN BIOMECHANICAL APPROACH IN RELATION TO SPORTS 

ANIMAL ANATOMY 

S. C. Dubal1 K. M. Panchal 2 and K. N. Vyas3 
1, 2 Professor, 3 Rtd. Professor & Head  

College of Veterinary Science & Animal Husbandry, AAU, Anand: 388 001 (Gujarat) 
 

      

Sports animals are animals those hunted for games or for food. However, there are 

several games (for example polo) in which man and animals play together. There are also 

animal races with or without human involvement (for examples, bullock-race, horse-race, 

dog-race etc.). Understanding of biomechanics of such sports and race animals not only 

improves the sport performance but also prevents both human being and the animal from sport 

trauma. There are mainly four domestic species which have been evolved for games and races 

viz,; horse, bullock, dog and camel. Amongst them, the race-horse has drawn the most 

attention.  

Principle of Body Design: 

The components of the body are designed to provide adequate strength with minimum 

materials to save on weight, bulk and metabolic requirements. This principle is important in 

analysis of skeleton. For example the bone material develops along the line of action of 

applied force. Biomechanics of locomotion helps to understand how an animal moves and 

how its anatomy helps it to perform. It will also help riders to recognise the limitations 

imposed on performance by the animal’s own body make-up. For example, the horse, 

although a natural athlete, is not a natural jumper. The horse’s heavy gut and relatively 
inflexible spines make it jumping more difficult than running straight way. Since the structure 

follows the function, the athletic performances depend upon biomechanical adaptations of its 

anatomy and physiology. The work performance of the game and race animals is related with 

the strength and endurance, which can be modified by the appropriate training and exercise. 

Exercise may be defined as any and all activities involving force generation by activated 

skeletal muscles (Hodgson et al., 2014). The training is a set of exercise to enhance the work 

function.  

Endurance performance may be defined as continuous activity. It requires continuous 

supply of energy. The type I muscle fibers have the maximal aerobic capacity, large 

intramuscular stores of energy substrates (particularly, glycogen), high mitochondrial volume 

in muscle and the ability to increase oxygen-carrying capacity of blood due to high amount of 

haemoglobin. The type IIB fibers have the least values. 

Strength may be defined as the maximal force (torque) a muscle (muscle-group) can 

generate in a specified movement pattern at a specified velocity. The force (F) generated by 

the muscle is directly proportional to the physiological cross-section area (A) of the muscle 

(i.e., F α A). The type I fibers have the lowest cross-section area, whereas the type IIB fibers 

have the highest cross-section area. Neural stimulus and efferent nerves function to transmit 

the tensile force to the skeletal system. There are several mechanisms of how strength can 

increase. 

Muscles hypertrophy and hyperplasia: 

Mild or vigorous training stimulates muscles that lead hypertrophy and to some extent 

hyperplasia. 
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Neurological changes: 

Strength training stimulus causes the recruitment of high-threshold motor units and a 

greater rate of neural firing of an individual unit providing higher force from the same 

recruited fibre pool (Winter and Patrick, 2000). 

Endocrine responses to strength training: 

The endocrine system is one of the principal components to many aspects of training-

induced increase in strength. There are number of hormones associated with increased muscle 

protein synthesis whose secretion is stimulated by resistance exercise. These include 

testosterone (the primary male sex hormone), growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-

1 (IGF-1). 

Strength training principles: 

Overload- When a muscle is undergone to respond a load to which it is not accustomed in 

normal daily activity, the muscle is ‘overloaded’. The overloading event acts as a discrete 
stimulus for the biological mechanisms of adaptation. 

Velocity of action- The low-velocity training is more effective to hypertrophy and high-

velocity training to neural strength adaptation. Some physiologic processes, functions or 

anatomic structures can adapt to the stresses and strains imposed by repetitive exercise. The 

body acts to minimize the changes to homeostasis induced by exercise. 

The Racing Horse- The horse is and elite athlete. Maximum speed in the different species is 

70 km/h. 

The Racing Camel- The camel is known for its survival ability and endurance in hot and dry 

environments. The camel can achieve a speed of approximately 36 km/h. 

Racing Dogs- Dogs can run at speed of up to 60 km/h during race of up to 500 m. Such dogs 

are the principal means of transport for polar travel. The cost of running measured in ml O2 g 

-1km-1 (the weight-specific rate of oxygen consumption) can be predicted by (McMahon, 

1984): Cost of running formula = Vo2/W = 8.5 v W-0.40+ 6.0 W-0·25, Where, Vo2 = rate of 

oxygen consumption, v = running speed and W = weight of the animal. Thus, the heavier 

animals (e. g., elephant) have less cost of running than the light weight animals (e.g., dog).  

Maximal oxygen consumption (VO2 max) is the maximal amount of oxygen used by the 

animal during maximal exercise to exhaustion. Thoroughbred racehorses have VO2 max 

about 160 to 200 mL O2/kg/min (Noakes, 1992; Rose et al., 1988). 

Muscle Fiber Types: 

There are two main muscle fiber types, classified as type I (slow twitch, or ST) and 

type II (fast twitch, or FT). Type II fibers are further subdivided into type IIa and type IIb 

fibers. The ratio of type I to type II fibers is genetically determined. The muscle fiber 

composition of horses depends on the athletic abilities. Endurance horses have a larger 

percentage of type I fibers (40%) than do sprint horses. The dog has almost 100% Type I 

fibres. The ox, the buffalo and the camel have less than 30% type I fibres and the percent 

population of muscle fibres is age independent (Dubal, 1997). In most mammals, skeletal 

muscle comprises of 30 – 40% of body weight, whereas, in the horse 42 – 55% body weight.  

Location of the centre of mass (CM) of a limb closer to the shoulder or hip, decreases the 

moment of inertia of the limb, but the rate of oxygen consumption at a given speed is almost 

the same in all the animals. Nevertheless, the position of the centre of mass of the body affects 

the speed of the animals. The quadrupeds have CM closer to the forelimbs. The ratio of body 
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weight born by the forelimbs and hind limbs is about 60:40 in the horse, 58:42 in the buffalo, 

and 56:44 in the dog and the ox (Dubal, 1997). 

Biomechanics of the skeleton: 

The mammalian skeleton is basically evolved to provide a structural support for the 

body and of locomotion. The jointed bones together with muscles, tendons, and ligaments are 

the principal components of the locomotion. These components optimize posture and 

locomotion to survive the individual species. The type of joint and location of muscle and 

tendon attachments relative to lever arms and pivot work on an optimal mechanical advantage. 

Evolutionary point of view, the skeleton gives maximum strength with minimal mass. The 

skeleton consists of bones, joints (with their ligaments) and muscles (With their fasciae and 

tendons). The shape and size of these individual bones are related with genetic and functional 

factors to provide an optimal structure for functional constraints with low risk of failure and 

without excess energy consumption. The mechanical and energetic efficiency are greater in 

animals meant for high-speed locomotion, such as horses. The skeleton can respond to 

changes in mechanical loading in the short period to optimize for energetic efficiency in 

relation to altered mechanical loadings. The maximum speed (vmax) an animal attain is 

related with the mass (m) and length (h) of the limb, and the power (P) exerted as, vmax = (5 

h P/ m)1/3 (Dubal, 1997). 

Bone mass is also minimized at the distal extremities. The mass of the limb has been 

reduced by reduced development of digits and associated structures (phalanges, metacarpi, 

muscles, tendons, ligaments etc.). The horse is an unguligrade animal, a member of the order 

Perissodactyla (the odd- toed ungulates), standing on the hoof (third digit). The ox and the 

camel are even-toed animals standing on two digits. The dog is a digitigrade animal with all 

digits functional. The main function of the ulna is to act as lever arm of in-put force (of 

extensor muscles of elbow joint). Only the proximal extremity of the ulna of the horse and 

camel is well developed, whereas, it is a complete developed bone in the ox and dog. The 

acromion process of the scapula is also absent in the horse.  

The bulky major muscles of movement of the limbs are located proximally to reduce 

the energy required to move the limb as it swings backward and forward in cursorial 

locomotion. Muscle forces are transferred to distal bones across joints by means of long 

tendons. The tendons and ligaments can store elastic strain energy of impact of foot fall. 

Ninety per cent of the energy input is dissipated by the hoof capsule and its associated 

structures. The femur of the horse has the third trochanter for the insertion of superficial 

gluteal muscle to propel the hind limb. It is absent in other species. Thus, the horse has 

efficiently evolved to run faster. The cursorial locomotion requires no or minimum transverse 

vibration of the joints during movement. Most of the joints are interlocking type. The synovial 

joints have articular ridges and grooves and may be compared with bolt and nut. The 

mechanical efficiency of the joint may be expressed as follows (Dubal, 1997): 

Mechanical efficiency of such joint α (L / d μ),  
Where, L = pitch length of the articular groove; d = diameter of the condyloid articular surface 

and μ = coefficient of friction of synovial fluid. 
The diameter of the condyloid articular surface of the bone is smaller while the pitch 

length of the articular groove is more in the horse than in other species. Furthermore, in the 

horse, the transverse vibration of abdominal viscera is also reduced by encaging in the longer 
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thorax (due to more number of ribs) and intertransverse joints of the last two lumbar 

vertebrae. Moreover, the principal forward thrust is achieved through hip joint. Its transverse 

vibrations are also abolished by the presence of accessory ligament of the hip joint, which is 

absent in other species. The jumping and bipedal abilities require the more ventrad 

acetabulum and more dorsad head of the femur. The dog has both qualities, hence, can do 

jumping and bipedal locomotion, which is not possible for other species. 

Except the dog, the vertebral column is relatively rigid that prevents the animals to 

increase and decrease the body length while keeping the limbs under body. This body 

maneuverability increases the speed of the racing dog. The skeleton built for high-speed gait 

requires the construction of the lever arms at the elbow and hock should result in small muscle 

contractions producing fast extensive movement of the lower limb segments. This is achieved 

by insertion of tendons nearer to the joints. The distance between the pivot (joint) and point of 

insertion of the tendon (in-put lever arm) is inversely proportion to the speed of the lower 

segment (out-put velocity). The horse secures better scores. The vmax can be increased by 

lengthening the bone. However, the resistance against the bending moment is inversely 

proportion to the length of the bone. There is, therefore, an optimal length of the bone to avoid 

undue bending fracture. The long limb of camel is to keep the body far away from the hot 

desert ground at the cost of speed. The camel, with long limbs and relatively short trunk to 

avoid transverse vibration, has evolved the typical cursorial locomotion with lower speed than 

other species. The air drag is the minimum in the animals with compact cylindrical body. The 

horse has more or less the compact cylindrical body than other species. 

Bone morphology is determined by the mechanical loading requirements of different 

bones. For example, the orientation of collagen fibers depends upon mechanical load applied. 

The cortical bones are in general under the action of compressive stress. The collagen fibres 

are also oriented along the stress. The modeling and remodeling of the bone is influenced by 

the type of the stress imposed. The tensile stress enhances the bone formation (initiate the 

osteogenesis) due to activation of osteoblast activities while the compressive stress or no 

stress initiates the osteoclasts activities, which in turn, causes bone resorption leading to 

osteoporosis. Any consistent changes in the magnitude and pattern of loading induce a 

modeling response in which the bone cell activity will modify the matrix to maintain the 

optimization of the overall bone architecture in relation to the new prevailing loading 

conditions. Matrix, and embedded osteocytes, can be removed by osteoclasts and new matrix 

formed by osteoblasts. This coupled cellular activity allows bone as both a material and 

structure to be changed in terms of mass and distribution throughout life. Bone mass is also 

minimized at the distal extremities and safety margins decrease toward the distal extremity of 

the limbs. The incidences of fractures in the game and race animals are higher in the distal 

bones than those located proximally (Currey, 1989). 

Safety factors: 

The skeleton can withstand occasional overloads. An excess of material would 

minimize risk of structural failure but carry a high cost in terms of energy requirements. That 

is why the bones toward the proximal region of the limbs have a higher safety factor than 

those at the distal extremity. 
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WILLED BODY PROGRAMME - A HUMANE ALTERNATIVE FOR HANDS-ON-

TRAINING IN VETERINARY ANATOMY 

 

P. V. S. Kishore 

Professor & Head, Department of Veterinary Anatomy 

College of Veterinary Science, Gannavaram - 521 102 (A.P.), India 
 

      

Teaching Veterinary Anatomy involved sacrificing live animals, embalming them and 

using for dissection. A major ethical controversy in this regard was that it mostly involved 

pain, suffering and discomfort. The Veterinary Council of India regulations aimed to change 

the way students are taught Veterinary Anatomy. It proposed to phase out killing calves and 

set up an ethically sourced body-donation programme and called for other humane teaching 

methods to be used to improve the learning skills. In addition, the many laws and regulatory 

practices enacted by various committee’s viz., Prevention of cruelty to animals (PCA) Act, 

1960; Wildlife Protection Act, 1972; Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision 

of Experiments on Animals (CPCSEA) guidelines 2010, UGC guidelines 2011 for 

discontinuation of dissection and experiments on live animals in a phased manner and the 

Ministry for Environment and Forests (MOEF) guidelines 2012 have to be strictly enforced. 

UGC has issued the latest notification in 2014 on dissection and animal experimentation with 

the objective to acquire appropriate alternative technology in place of animal usage and to 

develop competent skilled human resources. It urged the universities to stop dissection of 

animals at undergraduate and postgraduate levels with immediate effect and use the 

alternative mechanisms available to provide hands-on-experience to the students. It professed 

that higher educational institutions should make it their moral responsibility to do away with 

the use of animals for various academic purposes. It mentioned that it shall be the 

responsibility of the institution to ensure that the animals permitted for 

dissection/experimentation in the instruction are procured from ethical sources.  

The Willed-Body Programme was established as a pioneering effort in the country in 

the Department of Veterinary Anatomy at the College of Veterinary Science, Gannavaram as 

per the VCI's Minimum Standards of Veterinary Education Regulations-2016. It is an 

excellent ethical adaptation for learning gross anatomy skills and is an alternative scientific 

modality to healthy animal sacrifice. It is intended to end the cruel use of live, healthy animals 

for learning veterinary skills and to promote the use of humane methods. Dissection in this 

modality is done on ethically sourced cadavers procured by way of donation of 

animals/animals obtained from post-mortem section. These donated animals should be either 

incurable or in terminal stages, to satisfy the ethical concerns of all in tune with the concepts 

of animal welfare. This embalmed cadaver of such a buffalo calf shall be used for every 24 

students for dissection. Further, Eutectic freezers and Coolers shall be used to store 

embalmed/unembalmed cadavers as an alternative to the traditional hazardous formalin 

storage method. These cadavers are also used in the preparation of skeletons & sets of bones 

for learning in practical classes. This is a participatory and innovative teaching-learning 

methodology involving development of gross anatomical techniques in embalming 

cadavers/organs for learning hands-on-training skills.   
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In the Willed-Body Programme, a donor animal policy with a ‘client donation 
programme’ was established. The livestock suppliers, clients and the faculty in different 
departments were sensitized in this regard. Ethically sourced donor animals were euthanized 

and the ‘cadaver embalming technique’ using peristaltic pump/cadaver injector was practiced, 
which is different from the traditional embalming procedure in vogue in the country. The 

animals donated to the university were taken as per need with no restriction pertaining to their 

use. Generally animals may be used as teaching or research animals or may be euthanized. 

The cadavers are used to allow veterinary students to learn anatomy and the various medical 

procedures and surgical skills.  

 A decision for euthanasia of the donated animal, with the client signing the euthanasia 

consent form, was taken. These animals were euthanized, embalmed, preserved and used for 

dissection to provide hands-on training, which produces superior results to other passive 

forms of learning. In this embalming procedure, ethically sourced donor animals were 

euthanized and these cadavers were embalmed. These live donor animals were given 100000 

units of heparin prior to euthanasia, to prevent blood clotting. Embalming was done at the 

earliest. Otherwise cadavers can also be stored in chest freezers at 4°C and embalmed when 

convenient within 3-4 days after death. In addition to embalming the ethically sourced donor 

animals and the naturally dead animal cadavers, the individual organs obtained from 

slaughtered animals were also embalmed.   

A ‘Perfusion and Insufflation technique’ was developed to embalm and preserve the 
Stomach and Intestine destined for disposal from a humanely slaughtered Large White 

Yorkshire pig in the LPT department of the college. It serves as a valuable specimen with in 

situ shape for teaching veterinary anatomy and as an alternative to procuring the organs from a 

sacrificed and embalmed healthy animal. In this technique a pliable hose pipe of suitable size 

was inserted through the oesophagus and the contents from the recovered stomach and 

intestine were flushed out through the rectum with water using a variable speed cadaver 

injector. Perfusion of 10% formalin into the lumen of the stomach and intestine was done 

through the same hose pipe. The oesophageal and the rectal ends were clamped initially and 

later tied after complete perfusion. The perfused specimen was immersed in 10% formalin and 

preserved for a week till complete fixation was ensured. The knots at the tied ends were 

removed and the perfused formalin was drained out. Insufflation of air was done into the 

lumen of the stomach and intestine using an air pressure pump after tying the rectal end. After 

the stomach and intestine were fully inflated the oesophageal end was also tied enabling the 

specimen ready for use in a life-like condition by storing it in a freezer/cooler, thus avoiding 

hazardous wet formalin storage. This technique can be used for preparation of anatomy 

specimens in future from the organs discarded after slaughter or from naturally dead 

donated/disposed cadavers. The developed specimens were realistic, soft and flexible and had 

no offensive odour. Except for 10% formalin no chemicals were used. This is advantageous 

compared to the expensive technique of storage of glycerinated and plastinated bodies and the 

Elnady technique which also preserves tissues but as dry specimens with the use of many 

chemicals. Another similarly prepared specimen of the stomach was converted into a dry 

specimen by painting the exterior with periodical multiple varnish coatings.    

‘Organ Embalming’ of other visceral organs: heart, lungs, liver and kidney was done 
individually by the perfusion technique, as a humane alternative for animal sacrifice in 
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Veterinary education. Perfusion of heart was done through both the aorta and pulmonary 

artery ensuring proper fixation of both halves of the heart along with the thickness of their 

walls. Even after a month’s storage in cooler at 4°C the gross characteristics appeared normal. 
Perfusion of lungs was done through the trachea to result in the percolation of the 10% 

formalin up to the alveolar level and to enable the lungs to maintain its sponginess as in a 

fresh specimen. The histo architecture of the lung revealed inflated conducting and respiratory 

passages giving a better detail of the parenchyma. Perfusion of liver was done through the 

portal vein which resulted in the percolation of the 10% formalin up to the sinusoidal level. 

Perfusion of kidney was done through the renal artery to result in complete fixation. The 

storage of these organs in a cooler at 4°C for periodical use is also an alternative for the long 

term storage of such organs in hazardous formalin tanks. It also minimizes water usage and 

the repeated washing of specimens taken out from the formalin tank for use in the laboratory. 

Tissue pieces from these organs were collected after a month to ensure the effect of fixation. 

The stained sections showed normal histoarchitecture which confirmed that organ embalming 

by perfusion fixed the tissues, similar to the fixed organs collected from a purposely sacrificed 

and embalmed animal. The organs prepared in this manner can therefore be used for teaching 

both gross and microscopic anatomy. These organs can further be used for preparation of 

dried specimens by plastination techniques.  

Similar procedures on terminally ill animals certified for euthanasia/donated 

cadavers/organs by heparinization/euthanasia/embalming and other techniques are being 

practiced in a series to prepare gross anatomy specimens for hands-on-training. Cadavers of 

two donated dogs received from the Veterinary Clinical Complex of the college after post 

mortem were embalmed. The fore limbs of either side were embalmed individually through 

the respective brachial arteries. The pelvic cavity and the two intact hind limbs were 

embalmed by perfusion through the abdominal aorta proximal to the iliac quadrification. The 

head was embalmed by perfusion through the common carotid artery.  

The cadaver of a donated full term buffalo calf at parturition after the she-buffalo died 

due to toxemia subsequent to unrelievable torsion was also embalmed in a procedure different 

from that in vogue in our country. Perfusion of normal saline was done through the common 

carotid artery in the direction of the heart to flush the heart and the arterial system using the 

required force generated from a variable speed peristaltic pump. A simultaneous drainage was 

created through the external jugular vein for the exit of the blood/blood clots till a straw 

coloured fluid drained out. Perfusion of the embalming fluid was then done through the same 

approach until the cadaver enlarged/stiffened and it could not take in any more of the 

embalming fluid. The external jugular vein and the common carotid artery were then ligated. 

The cadaver was left at atmospheric temperature for a few days and after complete fixation 

was ensured it was stored in a freezer. Different embalming fluids can also used for perfusion 

using peristaltic pump/cadaver injector. Slightly modified techniques can also employed for 

effective embalming of different types of cadavers.  

 A ‘Foetal embalming technique’ was developed to ensure better fixation and 
preservation of intact foetuses, as embryological specimens are of great importance both for 

teaching and research. Traditionally, these specimens were immersed in 10% formalin after 

cavity embalming and spot injection for teaching/research/display in museum jars. But this 

method does not ensure adequate fixation of bigger foetuses of large animals. Moreover, the 
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body is disfigured and most organs will be losing shape. The foetuses fixed and stored in the 

traditional way are not found suitable for developmental studies which is a matter of great 

concern. Using this developed novel technique, an aborted five months old donated male 

buffalo foetus from the college livestock farm complex was embalmed for preservation by the 

perfusion method. In normal foetal circulation, blood passes into the foetus through the 

umbilical vein which finally enters the posterior vena cava and later reaches the heart. The 

circulated blood travels back to the placenta through the umbilical arteries for oxygenation. 

Mimicking the normal course of foetal circulation, formalin was injected through the 

umbilical vein. The distal end of the umbilical artery was ligated. It ensured the proper 

distribution of fixative in all the body parts including the internal organs. The perfused 

specimens were subsequently kept at room temperature for three days to attain complete 

fixation. The foetus was dissected and no abnormality was observed in the gross appearance, 

colour, consistency and odour. It was similar to the specimens embalmed by vascular 

perfusion. However, shriveling of the skin was encountered which may be due to the lower 

water retention ability of foetal skin resulting in loss of moisture. The organs retained a life-

like condition to provide hands-on-experience to the students for laboratory teaching. The 

foetus was then preserved in a cooler at 4°C to avoid immersion in formalin for long term 

storage. Even after a month’s storage in cooler at 4°C the gross characteristics appeared 

normal as perfusion of the foetus through the umbilical vein ensured proper fixation.  

A successful Willed-Body Programme is therefore an important component of the 

training of students. The faculties of the Veterinary Anatomy and the related departments and 

also the livestock suppliers and clients have to be sensitized in this regard. The modalities 

need to be explained to ensure high ethical standards adhering to all regulations pertaining to 

animal welfare. The equipment/chemicals have to be procured and related facilities need to be 

installed.  

Alternatives to use of animals as models for demonstration; live animal surface 

anatomy, radiographic imaging, computer tomographic scanning, ultrasonographic anatomy, 

mannequins, plastinated/taxidermy specimens, preserved body organs, videotapes/computer 

simulations, interactive DVD-ROMs, films, charts and life like models etc. are some other 

adaptations being used for better understanding of gross anatomy in the recent past in various 

veterinary schools in different countries. Numerous studies have shown that learning 

outcomes generated through passive and non-animal teaching methods are as effective as 

those achieved through animal use. Many colleges in the advanced countries have done away 

with the use of live animals for education and yet their graduates are no way inferior to others 

who have used animals. Our animal usage policy should be improvised in tune with the 

changing policies in the world. 

Compassion and respect for life is achieved through focused critical thinking. 

Teaching methods which harm and kill animals also run the risk of desensitising the students 

to animal suffering rather than teaching them to be compassionate towards animals. Humane 

education where teaching objectives are met using non-animal alternatives is a valued need. 

However, the use of Willed-Body Programme in Veterinary Education, a humane and long 

felt important need has to be implemented in the curricula for learning hands-on-training skills 

most essential for a veterinarian. This is superior to all the passive forms of alternate learning 

methods and avoids the healthy animal sacrifice in veterinary anatomy. 
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Immunohistochemistry is derived from two words: Immuno and Histo; "immuno" 

refers to antibodies used in the procedure while "histo" means tissue. If the technique is used 

on the isolated cells instead of tissue, we call it immunocytochemistry. Immunohistochemistry 

is an important complementary technique for the elucidation of differential diagnoses which 

are not determinable by conventional analysis with hematoxylin and eosin. 

Immunohistochemistry plays a vital role for a rapid morphologic diagnosis by localizing 

antigens in tissue sections. It is an effective way to identify and localize a given protein within 

the tissue specially to examine expression of proteins in the field of neurosciences. More 

recently, it has been used for the differential diagnoses of various carcinomas as well as in 

clinical pathology (Torlakovic et al., 2015). It employs antigen-specific antibodies which 

interact with antigen and this antigen-antibody interaction is visualized through staining 

(Brandtzaeg 1998, Haines and West 2005). In the last couple of decades there has been an 

exponential increase in publications on immunohistochemistry, the present paper will give a 

concise and comprehensive guide to have a basic understanding of underlying principles and 

potential problems of immunohistochemistry.  

Coons and his colleagues conceptualized and first implemented the 

immunohistochemistry in 1941 by using Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled antibodies 

with a fluorescent dye to detect pneumococcal antigen.  Later, in 1959, Singer developed 

immunohistochemical techniques for electron microscopy by using ferritin. The technique was 

further expanded and developed by using enzyme. The enzyme, horseradish peroxidase was 

first time used by Graham and his colleagues in 1966. Use of enzyme annouced a new and 

important era for immunohistochemistry as it became possible to observe 

immunohistochemical reactions under optical microscopy. Since then several enzymes and 

heavy metal techniques have been developed viz colloidal gold for electron microscopy, 

immunoperoxidase assay, peroxidase/anti peroxidase PAP technique and Avidin-Biotin 

complex (ABC). Brandtzaeg (1998) stated that in vitro and in situ trials are in fact “pictures” 
of the situations that occur in vivo and therefore immunohistochemistry constitutes one of the 

pillars of biomedical research as it indicates in vivo function of a protein. 

Immunohistochemical methods 

1. Direct Method 

 The direct method is a one-step staining method. It involves a labelled specific 

antibody reacting directly with the antigen in tissue sections. This technique utilises only one 

antibody, and the procedure is therefore rapid and straightforward. However, sensitivity is low 

due to little signal amplification so it’s not frequently employed. The antibody in this method 

can be labelled with fluorescent dyes (Direct immunofluorescence technique) or horseradish 

peroxidase (Direct immunoperoxidase technique). Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), 

rhodamine, and Texas red are the commonly used fluorescent dyes.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antibody
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2. Indirect Method 

The indirect method involves a reaction between an unlabelled primary antibody 

which reacts with tissue antigen. A labelled secondary antibody is used to react with the 

primary antibody, and this secondary antibody must be against the IgG of the animal species 

in which the primary antibody has been raised.  This method is more sensitive due to signal 

amplification through secondary antibody reactions with different antigenic sites on the 

primary antibody. Besides, it is also economical. The secondary antibody can be labelled with 

a fluorescent dye (indirect immunofluorescence method), enzyme (indirect immunoenzyme 

method) such as peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase or glucose oxidase.  

There is a further development of the indirect technique and known as PAP (peroxidase anti-

peroxidase), ABC (Avidin-Biotin Complex) and LSAB (Labeled Streptavidin Biotin) method.  

PAP Method: It involves a third layer which is a rabbit antibody to peroxidase, coupled with 

peroxidase to make a very stable peroxidase anti-peroxidase complex. The sensitivity of PAP 

method is about 100 to 1000 times higher since the peroxidase molecule is not chemically 

conjugated to the anti-IgG but immunologically bound and loses none of its enzyme activity.  

ABC Method: The 3rd layer is a complex of avidin-biotin-peroxidase. The peroxidase is then 

developed by the DAB or another substrate to produce different colourimetric end products.  

LSAB Method: The 3rd layer is Enzyme-Streptavidin conjugates (HRP-Streptavidin or AP-

Streptavidin. The enzyme is then visualised by application of the substrate chromogen 

solutions to produce different colourimetric end products. This is a more sensitive method (5 

to 10 times) compared to standard ABC method. 

Immunohistochemistry for paraffin sections 

The fixed (usually in neutral buffered formalin, our laboratory experience is to fix in 

paraformaldehyde at 4°C) tissues are processed to obtain 5-6 micron thick paraffin sections 

and are stained by immunohistochemical method. The necessary steps of the protocol are as 

follows: 

1. Fixing and embedding the tissue 

2. Cutting and mounting the section 

3. Deparaffinizing and rehydrating the section 

4. Antigen retrieval 

5. Immunohistochemical staining 

6. Counterstaining (if desired) 

7. Dehydrating and stabilising with mounting medium 

8. Viewing the staining under the microscope 

The collection, fixation, and processing of the tissue samples are critical processes 

involved in immunohistochemistry. Formaldehyde fixation and paraffin processing are the 

internationally most used histological procedures. However, the execution of the protocol 

varies from laboratory to laboratory and even person to person working in the same 

laboratory. Some specialists suggest that these procedures should be standard for comparing 

diagnostic outcomes (Wick 1995). Formaldehyde fixation results in a loss of immunogenicity 

as it masks or damages some antibody binding sites (Rickert and Maliniak 1989). Hence the 

duration of fixation in formaldehyde is an important event. Further, the storage results loss of 

antigenicity. Breast cancer slides stored at ambient temperature showed progressive loss of 

antigenicity of p53, Bcl-2, estrogen receptor and factor VIII proteins after 12 weeks of storage 
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(Jacobs et al. 1996). However, the same was not observed in histological slices of specimens 

in paraffin blocks for periods of over ten years (Manne et al. 1997). 

Immunohistochemistry has several steps, and all of them can affect the result; 

however, in general, the only limitations are the retrieval of antigen and the availability and 

selection of specific antibodies. The antigen retrieval (unmasking of antigen) procedure 

should be simple and cost-effective. Irradiation techniques (microwave heating) and digestion 

with pepsin are the most common methods of antigen retrieval. We have achieved efficient 

antigen retrieval by these methods (Sethi et al. 2013; Pandit et al. 2016 and Pandit et al. 

2019). Selection of antibodies is one of the crucial aspects to achieve optimal results from 

immunohistochemistry. The avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (ABC) and the labelled 

streptavidin-biotin complex (LSAB) are the most commonly used detection systems (Giorno 

1984; Shi et al. 1988). However, use of any of these methods requires adaptations and 

standardisation of the protocols. 

Diagnostic tool 

Immunohistochemistry plays a vital role in recognising infectious agents in tissue 

samples and is useful for a rapid morphologic diagnosis facilitating clinical decisions in the 

treatment of diseases (Watts 1994). The monoclonal/specific antibodies to viral, bacterial, 

fungal, and parasitic antigens are used in the detection and identification of the causative 

agents in many infectious diseases. These highly specific antibodies help to characterise 

morphologically similar microorganisms or specific cells which are otherwise very difficult to 

identify by routine or specialised stains (Procop et al. 1997, Lepidi et al. 2003, Guarner et al. 

2004, Lepidi et al. 2004). We reported the presence of pulmonary intravascular macrophages 

in the buffalo lung (Sethi et al. 2011) and expression of inflammatory molecules like IL-4, IL-

17C, Wnt6 and Mapk8 in mice lung (Pandit et al. 2019). The technique has dramatically 

transformed the approach to histopathologic diagnosis during the last two decades and is 

commonly used correctly not in the diagnosis of infectious diseases in tissue samples but also 

in the diagnosis and classification of tumours. 

Neoplastic and infectious diseases are the focus of immunohistochemistry in 

veterinary medicine. However, both monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies must be tested 

specially for possible cross-reactivates with other organisms due to the widespread occurrence 

of common antigens in bacteria and pathogenic fungi (Jeavons et al. 1994). The 

immunohistochemistry proves to be the most useful diagnostic tools in the following 

conditions: 

1. Diagnosis of infectious diseases: The discipline of immunohistochemistry has been 

evolving very rapidly. Detection of antigens of an infectious agent with 

immunohistochemistry has etiologic significance. The advantage of immunohistochemistry 

over microbiologic techniques is that antigen detection can be correlated with histopathologic 

changes and thus can confirm the significance of a bacterial or viral isolate obtained by other 

methods. Immunohistochemistry is commonly used to diagnose infectious diseases viz. feline 

herpes virus, Leptospira, canine parvovirus, canine adenovirus, feline leukaemia virus, canine 

distemper virus, IBR, BVD virus, TGE virus, Cryptosporidium, Listeria, Neospora etc.  

2. Diagnosis of neoplasia: Routine histology often fails to determine the tissue origin of a 

tumour, however, using specific antibodies for different tissues or cells (e.g., cytokeratin for 

epithelium, vimentin for mesenchymal cells, lymphoid markers, etc). The origin of many 
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tumours can be determined by immunohistochemistry. Similarly, early metastasis can be 

painful to detect using conventional histology. Immunohistochemistry highlights the presence 

of single or small groups of neoplastic cells in metastatic sites, hence resulting early diagnosis, 

which increases survival chances following either surgical interventions to remove the 

affected nodes or by modification of the treatment protocol. 

3. Theragnostics: The diagnostic aspect of immunohistochemistry is used as a tool to assign 

lineage to neoplasms that include carcinomas, melanomas, lymphomas, sarcomas and germ 

cell tumour. The term theragnostic is used to describe the proposed process of diagnostic 

therapy for individual patients to test them for possible reactions to a new medication and to 

tailor a treatment for them based on a test result. Theragnostic is a rapidly emerging field in 

oncology and pathologists need to be prepared to serve oncologic patients’ therapies. The 
prototype for understanding the concept of theragnostic is hormone receptor testing. The most 

commonly known immunohistochemical tests with theragnostic are testing for breast cancer 

and HER2/neu analysis. With the proper application of these immunohistochemical tests, 

individualised therapy can be designed for a patient with estrogen-receptor positive breast 

carcinoma. 

4. Prognostic markers: Certain proteins are either differentially expressed or get structurally 

modified in neoplastic cells, unlike healthy cells. E.g. embryonal proteins are expressed in a 

large amount in neoplastic cells, and cycle-related proteins are structurally modified in 

neoplastic cells (mutant p53 protein). These changes may have prognostic significance in 

specific tumour types. Recently immuno-histochemical detection of KIT protein in mast cell 

tumours of dogs showed significant prognostic potential.  

5. Genomic immunohistochemistry: It is a tool for the surgical pathologists to facilitate 

recognition of specific genomic aberration in the patient's tissues by identifying (or not 

identifying) the presence or absence of specific proteins or immunohistochemical profiles that 

directly imply, or connote, a specific genomic abnormality, aberration or gene signature. A 

prototype for the genomic application could be immunohistochemical testing for 

microsatellite instability in colorectal carcinoma where the surgical pathologist applies 

antibodies to detect proteins for MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, or PMS2. 

 Future prospective of immunohistochemistry should be to make this technique 

economical and straightforward to further explore scientific, diagnostic and prognostic 

applications of this methodology in a bid to achieve effective treatment of many diseases.  

Summary 

Immunohistochemistry has proven to be a useful scientific tool in the diagnosis of 

infectious diseases and diagnosis and classification of tumours in tissue samples. At the same 

time, it is a complementary technique in the elucidation of differential diagnosis which is not 

determinable by conventional analysis with routine histopathology. The technique involves 

several critical steps which require standardization of the protocols for localisation of an 

individual marker.  

Protocol for immunohistochemistry 

1. Washing in Xylene I, II and III (10-15 min each) 

2. Dip in 100% ethanol I and Ethanol II (2 min each) 

3. Air dry for 5 min and mark sections with Immedge pen 

4. Cover the sections with 3% H2O2  and incubate  in dark, humid chamber for 20-25 min 
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5. Discard the H2O2 and wash the slides in water for 5 min  

6. Antigen retrieval: Boil in 1X tris EDTA buffer for 10 min; duration varies with antigen    

        type 

7. Allow the buffer to cool down for 10 min 

8. Wash slides in regular tap water for 5 min  

9. Give three washings with 1X PBS for 3 min each 

10. Incubate with 1% BSA for 90 min  

11. Discard BSA and incubate with primary antibody for 1-2 hours at room temperature.  

12. Repeat step 9 

13. Incubate with secondary antibody for 30 min at room temperature 

14. Repeat step 9 

15. Colour development: Prepare and add chromogen as per manufacturers instructions. 

16. Wash the slides in tap water for 5 min  

17. Counterstain with hematoxylin (for 50 seconds) followed by washing in running tap         

        water for 3-5 min 

18. Quick dip in 50%, 70% and 90 % ethanol 

19. Keep the slides in 100% ethanol for 5 min  

20. Keep in Xylene I and II for 8-10 min each 

21. Mounting of slides. 
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Electron-microscopy, as one of the several tools in diagnostic pathology and cell 

biology has contributed significantly to reveal several unimagined structures in modern era of 

science and technology. Several branches of biology and biomedical sciences like anatomy, 

pathology, physiology, biochemistry, microbiology rely on the transmission electron-

microscope. This is used not only to visualize biological materials, but also to analyze the 

chemical makeup and physical properties of biological materials. Correlate electron 

microscopic and biochemical studies of cellular processes transcended the boundaries between 

structurally and functionally oriented sciences. The first electron-microscope was developed 

by Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska in 1932 in Germany. Ruska’s efforts were appreciated by 
awarding him Noble Prize in Physics in 1986. The Siemens Corporation introduced the first 

commercial transmission electron-microscope in 1938-39 and its commercial marketing 

started in 1940 by different manufacturers like Hitachi (Japan), JEOL (Japan), Philips 

(Holland), Zeiss (Germany). Transmission electron-microscope projects electrons through a 

very thin section of tissue to produce a two dimensional image on a phosphorescent screen. 

The brightness of a particular area of the image is proportional to the number of electrons that 

are transmitted through the specimen. A resolution of 0.2 nm can be achieved in the 

transmission electron-microscope. The first electron-micrograph of biological tissue was 

published by Marton in 1934. Albert Claude and George Palade were awarded the 1974 Nobel 

Prize in the field of Medicine for their accomplishments in cell biology employing electron-

microscopy.  

A complete thorough knowledge of the theory and basic principles of electron-

microscopy is appreciated for the purpose of the procedures. The tissues should be collected at 

the earliest after death of the animal which otherwise affect the quality of fine structural 

features. Every step of processing starting from primary fixation, washing, secondary fixation, 

dehydration, infiltration with transitional solvents and resin, embedding to curing, affects the 

final result. So every caution should be taken to give importance to each step to get final better 

results.  

FIXATION:  

A good fixative not only prevents the autolytic changes but also helps to preserve the 

structure of tissue close to that of the living state at the time of fixation. In addition it supports 

the tissue to bear exogenous factors during embedding, sectioning and subsequent exposure to 

the electron beam. One fixative has advantage over another for demonstration of particular 

structure. Claude (1947-48) used osmium tetra-oxide first time as fixative for electron-

microscopy. Later this was used as secondary fixative along with glutaraldehyde as primary 

fixative (Sabatini et al., 1963). Double fixation, most commonly used method, involves 

primary fixation in aldehyde followed by secondary (post) fixation in osmium tetroxide which 

is capable to stabilize protein and lipid components of the tissues. The size of collected tissue 
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should be less than 1mm keeping in view the slow penetration of glutaraldehyde. The rate of 

penetration of glutaraldehyde in tissues is expected at the rate of 1 mm per hour. Precaution 

should be taken while handling osmium as its vapors are dangerous to conjunctiva, cornea and 

membranes of digestive and respiratory systems. Palade (1950) used a buffering system to fix 

tissues in osmium-tetroxide. Most commonly used buffering systems are phosphate, tris-

maleate, veronal acetate and cacodylate.  Primary fixation with glutaraldehyde is carried out at 

4oC to minimize tissue autolysis, structural changes and extraction of tissue components.  

Liquid specimens having cells and bacterial cultures can be fixed directly in the fixative. 

Eppendorf are choice of containers for the processing of these pellets. Specialized techniques 

have also been recommended for certain experimental conditions.  

Washing: After primary fixation the tissues are washed in the same buffer kept at 4oC. 

Secondary/Post-fixation: The primary fixed tissues are fixed by using 1% osmium tetroxide 

for 1 h at 4o C followed by washing in chilled buffer. 

DEHYDRATION:  

Acetone or ethanol is commonly used dehydrating agents. Generally ascending grades 

of these chemicals starting from 50-100 % are used to remove traces of water.  

TRANSITIONAL SOLVENTS:  

The dehydrating solution is replaced by another intermediary solvent which acts as an 

inter-phase and is highly miscible with the embedding material. This step speeds up the 

infiltration process. Propylene oxide is most commonly used.  

INFILTRATION:  

Propylene oxide is mixed with epoxy and the concentration of later is increased until 

pure epoxy is used. This process is carried out in glass vials however; molds are used when 

pure epoxy is used.  

EMBEDDING:  

 Embedding media should have property to permeate the tissue and later polymerize to 

form a solid matrix. There are mainly four categories of embedding media viz. i) epoxy resins, 

ii) acrylic media, iii) polyesters resins and iv) water-soluble media. The constituents of 

different epoxies are resin, hardener and the accelerator. Commonly used epoxy embedding 

media are epon, araldite and Spurr’s. Polyethylene capsules or silicone rubber embedding 
molds are used for embedding of tissues. The final step is curing which involves 

polymerization of epoxy resin for 48 h.  

SECTIONING: 

Ultra microtome is used for making thick and thin sections.  Thick or semi thin or 

survey sections of 0.5-1.0 µm are cut with the glass knife (Leica glass). The section is stained 

with 1% Toluidine blue stain for 30 sec. and is viewed in light microscope to select an 

appropriate area for ultra thin sections which are cut with gem-quality diamond knife. Pale 

gold (90-120 nm), silver (60-90 nm) and grey (< 60 nm) sections are generally cut to 

demonstrate ultrastructural features of the tissue. Grids are screens or mesh supports upon 

which ultra thin sections are taken. Grids generally made up of copper are used. Grids have 

different mesh but 200 meshes are routinely used (means 200 bar per inch).  

STAINING: 

There are two types of staining i.e positive (surface) and negative. Uranyl acetate and 

lead citrate are commonly used positive stains. The grids are stained by a combination of 
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uranyl acetate (molecular weight 422) and lead citrate (molecular weight 1054). Washing is 

done with distilled water using 10-25 gentle dunks per beaker (3 washes). Grids dried on filter 

paper are stored in grid box and are ready to examine in the transmission electron microscope. 

Modified Techniques for Staining 

Negative staining: 

This technique is simple, less time consuming and provides better contrast and, 

resolution and thus is a choice for study of surface features of micro-organisms, cell 

suspensions, antigen-antibody reactions etc. A pH of 6.8-7.4 is optimum to study protein 

molecules and virus particles. Uranium acetate, uranium nitrate, potassium or (sodium) 

phosphotungstate, sodium tungstate, ammonium molybdate and cadmium iodide are 

commonly used for negative staining procedures. Carbon coated grids used for this technique 

must be examined at the earliest to avoid artifacts because of penetration of the stain into the 

specimen due to residual and atmospheric moisture 

Staining during fixation:  

The property of osmium tetroxide as secondary fixative has been discussed earlier 

during fixation. In addition it stains cell membranes, lipid inclusions, and nucleoproteins. 

Similarly potassium permanganate improves contrast of the structures having phospholipids 

membranes and glycogen. 

Staining during washing and dehydration:  

Phosphotungstic acid (PTA) and uranyl acetate have been employed for in-block 

staining which not only increase the contrast but also act as tertiary fixative. A 2% aqueous 

solution of uranyl acetate is used for 15 min just before dehydration. PTA is used as 1% 

solution in absolute ethanol for 1 h during last step of dehydration (Hayat, 1970). Since PTA 

reacts non-specifically with osmium and epoxy resin so the rest of the procedure has to be 

modified accordingly. 

Applications of transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron-microscopy is a quality added technique to explain the 

structural features of healthy and diseased tissues and thus applicable to most of the sciences. 

In addition, electron-microscopy is helpful to demonstrate and carry out enzyme 

histochemistry, electron-immunochemistry (Ferritin, gold and uranium have been successfully 

used), cryo-microtomy, preparation of moist specimens, freeze-fracturing and etching, 

autoradiography, electrolytic and ion-beam thinning. Recent developments in tissue 

processing especially by biochemists and physicists have broadened its horizon by using 

electron-microscope in different ways. In the industry this has been employed for qualitative 

screening of photographic emulsions, study of structure of opals, an aid in development of car 

exhaust catalysts. Electron-microscope is also of high value in determination of mass 

thickness, examination of crystalline materials, image analysis and stereoscopic-microscopy. 

To sum up, the electron-microscope has brought about a complete reappraisal of the micro-

anatomy of biological tissues, organisms and cells and has proved a boon in the development 

of biological sciences. 
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Electron microscopy (EM) has contributed significantly in the advancement of 

biological and biomedical sciences because of its use in basic researches and applications for 

the diagnostic purpose. In modern era of biotechnology and computer applications, EM has 

established itself as a confirmative. Different types of microscopes like Scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), Transmission electron microscope (TEM), High voltage electron 

microscope, Scanning transmission electron microscope have been evolved to cater different 

needs of the day. In SEM, the back scatters of electrons on the surface of the object are 

detected whereas in TEM the forward scattering of the electrons is used to construct the 

image. The basic principle of the SEM is as old as the TEM (Knoll, 1935) and various 

experimental SEM were constructed in late 1930s-40s but suffered from deficiencies mainly 

with collection and amplification of the signals from the specimen. The first foolproof 

commercial instrument with improvements was constructed by Cambridge Instrument Co. in 

1964. Since then the potentialities of the SEM in electron microscopy and analysis have been 

appreciated by manufacturers and users throughout the world. 

Scanning electron microscope, an instrument which makes it possible to examine all 

manner of surfaces over a wide range of magnification without time consuming specimen 

preparation and produces micrographs that are easy to interpret. It employs a finely electron 

beam to scan across the specimen and gives the impression of three dimensions. Scanning 

electron microscopy is a versatile method that allows high resolution views ranging from 

growth patterns of cells on natural and artificial carriers to macroscopically visible organisms. 

The enhanced depth of field and specimen stage with a tilt and rotate facility overcome shape 

problems.  

A thorough knowledge of anatomy and histology is prerequisite for better 

understanding and interpretation of ultrastructural features. In addition, preparation of 

biological specimen is a basic component of electron microscopy. The collection, washing, 

fixation and dehydration of tissues is similar to that of light microscopy with slight 

modifications. 

PROCESSING OF TISSUES 

 Collection and washing: Collection of tissue sample is first step in the preparation of 

tissue. The minimum size of fresh tissue must be collected, and wash in a buffer solution to 

make the surface clean. Extra precautions should be taken to wash out the secretions of the 

organ especially when these are mucus in nature. Phosphate (0.1 M), Sorrenson’s (0.1 M), 

Veronal and Cacodylate (0.1 M) are commonly used buffers. 

 (Note: Dilute the 0.2 M buffer 1:1 with D. water to make 0.1 M working solution) 

 Fixation: The tissues are fixed in an appropriate fixative which should prevent autolysis and 

preserve various chemical constituents (carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids and 

phospholipids) of the cells. The fixation varies from 2-8 h depending on the type and size of 
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tissues, concentration and penetration rate of fixative. But it should be optimum to allow 

fixative to penetrate through out the tissue to stabilize the constituents. Improper fixation 

(under/over) will alter the structural morphology. Glutaraldehyde and Karnovsky’s fluid are 
most commonly used fixatives. Glutaraldehyde (4%) (dialdehyde) in Cacodylate buffer was 

first used by Sabatini et al. (1963) as a primary fixative and was found best preservative 

because of its ability to cross link with proteins which led to minimum extraction of 

substances from the tissues. The glutaraldehyde also has compatibility with other buffers 

described above except Veronal acetate buffer with which it reacts and destroys the buffering 

action. It is advisable to use proper combinations to get better results. Irrespective of fixative, 

the fixation process should be carried out at low temperature (4oC) to avoid autolysis of the 

tissues. This can be achieved by keeping the tissues in fridge immediately after putting into 

fixative. Changes in temperature may alter the surface projections. 

Washing: The above mentioned buffers are used to wash tissues thoroughly. 

Dehydration: Ethanol or dry acetone is used as dehydrating agent in varying grades (50%- 

absolute) and times to carry out dehydration in gradual steps. A rapid dehydration results in 

the shrinkage of the tissues. 

Critical point drying: Critical point drier is used to carry out this process. This facilitates to 

remove extra and intracellular water of the tissues with minimum damage to architecture to 

the tissues. The critical point of a liquid is the stage when liquid/gas interphase disappears at a 

particular temperature and pressure.  Liquid CO2 is commonly used because of it is miscible 

with absolute ethanol and easily available. The critical point of liquid CO2 is 31.5oC at 1100 

p.s.i. and freon 13 is 28.8oC at 560 p.s.i. 

Mounting: The dried specimens should immediately be firmly earthed to aluminium or brass 

stubs by painting a stripe of silver paint/ silver dag. This adhesive material provides an 

electron conductive medium between tissue and stub. The stubs are ready for next stage of 

sputter coating once the silver paint dries or these can be stored in vacuum chamber for a 

couple of days if necessary. 

Sputter coating: A sputter coating devise is used for metal coating of specimens. A uniform 

coating is done by evaporating a metal under vacuum in an inert atmosphere. Gold / 

palladium/platinum/ carbon are commonly used metals. Generally a coating of approximately 

35 nm thickness is done if gold is used. This coating of conductive material helps in reflection 

of electrons and prevents charging which in turn facilitates in better quality images at higher 

magnification. 

Preservation: The coated samples are preserved in vacuum chamber before viewing. 

Viewing: The specimens are viewed in a scanning electron microscope. 

Photography: The in-built provision of digital camera is used for photomicrography. The 

digital pictures can be stored in compact disc. 

Interpretation: Some of interpretations are noted while viewing the tissues in the electron 

microscope and rest is carried out with the help of photomicrographs. Digital pictures are 

comparatively more useful and helpful. 

The processing technique differs for samples eg. blood, semen etc. which are in liquid 

state and are fixed in a fixative for shorter duration. These samples are centrifuged to make a 

pellet and the supernatant is discarded. The pellet is washed after resuspending into distilled 
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water and lastly a drop of suspension is put on cover slip or directly over the stub and air dried 

before sputter coating and rest of the procedure as described above. 

APPLICATIONS 

Visualization of surfaces and internal cellular structures: In SEM, the electron 

emission occurs at the outer surface and the interior is irrelevant. This provides better 

understanding and correlation of cellular details and also correlates with the light microscopy. 

This is of great value in comparative, qualitative and quantitative studies. The features of 

internal structures are possible when these are exposed to the surface either by cutting tissues 

or by some chemical treatment. The provision of inbuilt scale makes it convenient to record 

and compare micrometric dimensions of different structures. The technique is of immense 

value in pathology and diagnosis of disease. 

Interaction between organisms: It plays an important role in studies to demonstrate 

interactions between microorganisms and the host tissues and thus may be a key factor to 

understand early pathogenesis of different infections. 

Selective detection of surface structures: It is an important tool for detection of surface 

antigens, allowing mapping of antigen distribution in complex three dimensional objects. 

Cellular surface antigens such as sugar residues are detectable with markers conjugated 

antibodies or lectins. 

Environmental SEM:  This allows observation of unfixed, non-frozen, uncoated biological 

specimens. It is also possible in a standard SEM under standard conditions. 

Forensic application: The precision of recordings and easy concise information make it 

applicable in forensic science and vetrolegal cases. The suspected objects are scanned 

synchronously and the images are displayed side by side or a portion of one image may be 

superimposed on the other. 

Selected area studies: SEM can give a very detailed picture of ageing and weathering 

processes. This has a great application in study of microfossils and search of energy. 

SEM and industry: It makes possible to examine many Materials (glass surfaces, natural and 

synthetic fibers) which are very difficult to examine by light microscopy because of their 

optical properties can be studied very easily by this technique.  

In summary the SEM is used as an indispensable tool for research and development 

with its key roles in anatomy, pathology, microbiology, biotechnology, genetics, 

environmental sciences, forensic science and industry technology. It is a real boon to the 

surface studies. 
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There is much debate about suitable methods of delivering anatomical knowledge. 

Clinicians, particularly surgeons, need a deep understanding of veterinary anatomy for safe 

clinical procedures. However, because students have very limited exposure to veterinary 

anatomy during clinical training, there is a concern that students are ill-prepared in anatomy 

when entering internship programs. Therefore, developing effective modalities for teaching 

anatomy is essential. Cadaver-based instruction has survived as the main instructional tool for 

hundreds of years, however, there are differing views on whether full cadaver dissection is 

still appropriate for a modern undergraduate training. The limitations on curricular time, 

trained anatomy faculty and resources for gross anatomy courses in integrated or/and system-

based curricula, have led many time-consuming dissection-based instruction in favour of 

alternative methods of instruction including prosection, medical imaging, living anatomy and 

multimedia resources. Till date, no single teaching tool has been found to meet curriculum 

requirements. The best way to teach modern anatomy is by combining multiple pedagogical 

resources to complement one another, students appear to learn more effectively when 

multimodal and system-based approaches are integrated. Full body dissection would be best 

reserved for students, especially those with surgical career intentions, while teaching based on 

prosections and plastination is more suitable for, pharmacy and allied health science students. 

There is a need to direct future research towards evaluation of the suitability of the new 

teaching methodologies in new curricula and student perceptions of integrated and multimodal 

teaching paradigms, and the ability of these to satisfy learning outcomes. 

Veterinary Anatomy is considered one of the cornerstones of veterinary curricula and 

it is on that clinicians develop their clinical skills. A deep understanding of anatomy is 

fundamental for safe clinical practice, particularly in the discipline of surgery. The teaching of 

anatomy, like that of any course, requires constant revision and analysis to determine the 

teaching tools and approaches that best suit the learning process. In recent times, there has 

been a reduction in traditional, cadaver-based, anatomy teaching, in some cases driven by a 

shift towards an integrated and/or system-based curriculum. Religious belief, cost and time 

factors have also played a role in this reduction. This is supported by reports that the amount 

of time devoted to anatomy teaching is not adequate (Lockwood and Roberts, 2007; Drake et 

al., 2009). 

There is continuous reduction in the teaching time devoted for teaching anatomy and 

the knowledge of anatomy amongst undergraduate and graduate students is in decline.  

Brenner et al. describe six categories of teaching tools: (1) dissection by students (2) 

inspection of prosected specimens, (3) didactic teaching (4) use of models (5) computer-based 

learning (CBL) and (6) teaching of living and radiological anatomy (Brenner et al., 2003).  
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1. Cadaver dissection 

Dissection has been the primary anatomy teaching method. Learning using dissection 

of cadavers has advantages that are not easy to quantify such as; enhancing active and deep 

learning, preparing students for clinical practice, preparing students for encounters with death, 

practice of manual skills and for understanding the relationship between patients’ symptoms 
and pathology. It also contributes to the development of professionalism, including teamwork 

competency, stress coping strategies and empathy. Unlike plastination, dissections using 

cadavers provide a feeling of surprise at the identification of anatomical variations show more 

variations and finer details, and preserve texture to a level close to those of living body which 

allow students to feel as if they are in the operating theatre. There is no doubt that cadaver 

dissection plays an integral role in the process of producing future doctors. Therefore, some 

believe that dissection courses are still indispensable for learners to achieve anatomical 

knowledge. 

Many anatomists still favour the use of dissection over other teaching tools followed 

by prosections as the most appropriate teaching method, but no single teaching tool met all 

aspects of the curriculum. The anatomists and students perceptions towards anatomy teaching 

resources, both anatomists and students strongly favoured using cadaver dissection in anatomy 

teaching. Similarly, medical students at the Ulm University Faculty of Medicine highly rated 

using cadaver dissection as a teaching tool (Bockers et al., 2010). 

Full body dissection has been replaced with prosection-based courses in combination 

with other modalities to teach anatomy. De-emphasizing dissection courses in anatomy 

curricula has been driven by the move from system-based approach to regional-based, 

reduction of time allocated for dissection in already crowded curricula and high costs 

associated with maintaining mortuary and dissection labs, health concerns related to the 

exposure to formalin fumes, and ethical and medico-legal issues surrounding their continued 

use.  

2. Prosections 

A prosection is an already dissected, sometimes plastinated, corrosion cast and 

pneumatic dried specimen. Cadaver prosections were an essential part of teaching anatomy in 

the middle Ages and early Renaissance. With a contraction of the time devoted to gross 

anatomy in an integrated curriculum and decreasing use of animals, many programs have 

moved from full body dissection to prosections; this reduces the number of contact hours 

while allowing learners the exposure to structures that they might otherwise spend hours 

trying to find. Because some structures like the heart and large vessels are located deep in the 

thorax and abdomen, dissecting such structures region by region or layer by layer is 

impossible. Therefore, dissection does not fit appropriately into a system-based approach, here 

anatomy is better taught using prosections rather than the regional approach of dissection 

(Leung et al., 2006).  

Prosections offer a number of advantages; prosection-based courses are flexible, 

contextual and time-efficient as structures and their relations are easily observed, and fewer 

cadavers are needed as more than one student cohort can use the prosections. Students 

learning from prosected materials may be able to identify or view more anatomical variations 

in several specimens, than students who dissect cadavers. Despite these advantages, 

preparation of prosected specimens is time-consuming and requires ample skilled personnel to 
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create multiple prosections of each body region. A previous report showed no significant 

differences in outcomes between students learning anatomy from dissection and those learning 

it from examining prosected cadavers. Recent studies show that students favour learning from 

prosections over dissection. Some anatomists believe that prosection can replace full body 

dissection in teaching gross anatomy (Mclachlan and Regan De Bere, 2004). 

3. Plastination 

Plastination is simply a specialized way of preserving dissected body parts but it does 

have some limitations such as shrinkage, loss of texture, natural tissue colour and fine details. 

In addition, there are health and safety concerns associated with the large amounts of 

flammable chemicals used in preparation of plastinated specimens. Plastination was first 

developed by Gunther von Hagens at the Anatomical Institute of Heidelberg University in 

1977 and, since its development, plastination has become one of the best techniques for the 

preservation of the human body (Von Hagens et al., 1987) and also in animal body. Many 

anatomists favour plastinated specimens over simply formalin fixed material, because they are 

odourless, allow convenient storage, and ease of handling. Plastination is considered relatively 

cost-effective due to the “semi-permanence” of the plastinated specimens – prosections only 

have to be made once every ten years or so instead of every few years; storage costs are lower 

as refrigeration and fume extraction are not required and plastination can be carried out using 

low cost equipment which is readily available in most Anatomy departments. Even though 

plastination has numerous advantages, plastination shows the most common variations, in 

time, plastinated sections lose their novel character and eventually students master the 

exposed variations by heart. 

4. Computer based learning (CBL) 

With recent advances in technology, reductions in teaching time, increasing class size 

and increasing costs of cadaver-based instruction, CBL resources are increasingly used in 

anatomy curricula to foster student learning. Its use augments anatomy teaching, enhances 

independent learning, problem solving, and provides flexibility. Although, there is no clear 

proof that CBL alone is better approach than traditional teaching methods, evidence shows 

that learning anatomy using CBL can enhance learning by supplementing rather than 

replacing the traditional teaching methods. 

Students still prefer traditional methods such as dissection, prosection, lectures and 

textbooks over CBL resources. Similarly many anatomists believe that cadaver-based 

instruction is still a prerequisite for optimal training even with the use of CBL resources (Aziz 

et al., 2002; Tam et al., 2010). 

Most CBL resources have focused on the development of 3D representations of 

anatomical structures and there has been research into its use in medical education. Virtual 

reality (VR) allows students to visualize, dissect and to interact with simulated objects in 

artificial 3D space. The usefulness and cost-effectiveness of VR programs have been well 

acknowledged in anatomy teaching, students’ attitudes have also been positive towards the use 
of virtual anatomy (McNulty et al., 2009; Rizzolo and Stewart, 2006).  

Recently, Anatomage tables have been used in at some of University to replace 

cadavers. The Anatomage table is a virtual 3D dissection platform, with a multi touch screen 

that provides a life-size “iPad-like” experience that uses digital images in an interactive way 
to explore the anatomy of the whole body (Fyfe et al., 2013). The 3D visualization technology 
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allows students to explore a whole body, toggling various systems and explaining clinical 

topics.  

Oculus rift and similar 3D visualization “goggles” have tremendous implications for 
medical training and instruction purposes. The user wears the Oculus Rift “head mounted 
display” and holds hand controllers which allow him/her to create a tour or virtually fly 
through the human body. Oculus rift also enables students to learn using their motor skills and 

hand movement in a virtual environment where they are required to perform a mixed set of 

simple and complex tasks (Mathur, 2015).  

Augmented reality (AR) is another emerging tool, the novel aspect of AR is to 

combine the view of the real environment with additional virtual content. AR differs from 

virtual reality in that it integrates computer-generated objects into the real world to enhance 

the user’s perception of reality (Hugues et al., 2011). AR “provides a window through which 
the physical world can be seen and for the virtual components to become visible in this 

window, as an augmentation to reality” (Kamphuis et al., 2014). It has uses in anatomy 
education in that as it can create an illusion allowing display of anatomical structures on the 

user’s body, it could also be useful to visualize more complex anatomy.  
Haptic (touch) technology is another virtual simulation technology that has been 

increasingly used in human clinical training and is particularly useful for simulating 

examinations that rely on the sense of touch. Haptic adds both tactile and force feedback to 

VR and provides a life-like feel of internal anatomy (Kinnison et al., 2009). 

3D printing or rapid prototyping is a rapidly expanding technology with great promise 

for teaching anatomy; surgical planning; creating implantable prosthetics; and biological 

tissue engineering. The principle of this technology is to use 3D computer-aided design 

(CAD) for the reconstruction of 3D physical models through a process of adding layer upon 

layer of materials. With additive fabrication, the machine reads in data from a CAD drawing 

and lays down successive layers of liquid, powder, or the sheet material, and in this way 

builds up the model from a series of cross sections (Gibson et al., 2010). This technology is 

able to produce highly accurate models, at a low cost and in less time, useful for anatomy 

education purposes to enhance visuospatial and 3D understanding of structures and 

relationships. Recently, laser hand-held scanners, MRI imaging and CT scans to create a 3D 

Printed Anatomy Series. The kit contains tissue, yet it provides all the major parts of the body 

required to teach anatomy of the limbs, chest, abdomen, head and neck. A recent pilot study 

done by McMenamin and colleagues suggest that this innovation offers certain benefits to 

anatomy learning and supports their use and ongoing evaluation as supplements to cadaver-

based instruction (Lim et al., 2015). 

Supporters for the use of cadavers argue that only dissection can provide tactile 

manipulation of tissue, 3D interaction and engagement of multiple senses, VR tools do not 

offer these advantages. Use of cadavers is also thought to enhance understanding and retention 

of spatial information and relationships. In addition, the software’s navigation and the 
plentiful options of the VR programs may hinder student cognitive function and, as a result, 

impair student learning. Although AR and 3D printing can offer visual and tactile 

representations of anatomy, they cannot reproduce all of the sensations that cadaveric 

dissection can. Opponents of cadaveric dissection, argue that CBL and VR resources present 

significant advantages over the reality of a cadaver as they provide the opportunity to learn 
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gross anatomy without requiring storage, ventilation infrastructure or embalming. VR 

provides students more autonomy in choosing different views and angles, offers portability, 

longevity, standardization, and diversity that is not possible with a cadaver (Spitzer and 

Whitlock, 1998). 

5. Medical imaging 

The use of medical imaging in anatomy education provides in vivo visualization of 

anatomical structure and physiology as well as insight into pathological processes. With the 

advent of computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound, it 

has become possible to display highly detailed images of internal anatomy in two-dimensions 

and 3D reconstructions. Imaging technique into anatomy curricula offers students the ability 

to apply basic anatomical knowledge to the interpretation of two-dimensional sectional CT 

and MRI scans and to correlate clinical relevance with anatomical knowledge. Medical 

imaging is considered a valuable addition to dissection-based instruction as it can promote 

better understanding of anatomical spatial relationships, enhance the efficiency of students’ 
dissection time and increase their interest in gross anatomy (Pabst et al., 2005; Reeves et al., 

2004). 

Medical imaging cannot substitute for the benefits of conventional dissection, it has 

important limitations as a stand-alone approach. Numerous anatomical structures with 

complex courses are difficult to view adequately with current imaging modalities; dissection 

also provides an appreciation of the “feel” of tissues which cannot be achieved by medical 
imaging. Inspecting medical images also introduces a level of abstraction compared to the 

face-to-face experience with the cadaver. By denying students the opportunity to dissect, “the 
immediacy of the mortality of cadavers and patients is likely to be dissolved” (Gunderman 
and Wilson, 2005). 

6. Living anatomy 

Living anatomy has advantages over cadavers in that cadavers’ colour, texture, and 
smell are not like real life, and they cannot be palpated, auscultated, or usefully asked to 

change position. Living anatomy can be taught to the students using peer physical 

examination (PPE), ultrasound and body painting in medical anatomy.  It involves students 

physically examining each other. Students are willing to participate in this, although there is 

discomfort or opposition to examining sensitive areas of the body. In case veterinary anatomy 

there is no such type of limitation, the students can use the live animals for the practice of 

palpation percussion and auscultation.  

Ultrasound is used more often in modern anatomical education, it can act as an useful 

adjunct when added to the traditional methods used teach gross anatomy. Ultrasound permits 

in vivo visualization of body structures in two-dimensions and enables learners to gain 

anatomical knowledge in a clinically relevant context. However, there is lack of working 

knowledge of ultrasound amongst students and new doctors due to a lack of formal teaching in 

ultrasound use. Therefore, there has been a call from clinical tutors for integrating ultrasound 

into anatomy curricula.  

Body painting in anatomy education refers to painting internal structures on the 

surface of the body using marker pens or wax crayons (McMenamin, 2008). This can be use 

in veterinary anatomy similar way. It has been described as an active and tactile learning 

modality facilitating learning surface anatomy and underlying anatomy in large class settings. 
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Besides being enjoyable and interactive, body painting enhances retention and recall of 

anatomical knowledge. McMenamin highly recommended the use of body painting as an 

adjunct resource to teach surface anatomy and clinical skills. Body painting is considered 

relatively cost-effective as painting materials are readily available at relatively low cost, and 

large numbers of students can be simultaneously engaged in painting while requiring less staff 

time and physical resources (Finn, 2015). 

7. Lecture-based teaching 

Since the sixteenth century, formal lectures and dissection have remained a key part of 

any anatomy course along with cadaver dissection, however this approach has been criticized 

by many as an ineffective, outdated and passive form of learning. Transformation of all 

aspects of the medical curriculum, including classroom instruction has been driven by 

pedagogy (the move to a system-based and vertically approach integrated) and resources 

(large classes, less teaching staff, limited funding and a crowded curriculum). One promising 

alternative teaching strategy is blended learning. Blended learning is the integration of 

traditional face-to-face and online instructional methods. The flipped or inverted classroom is 

a blended learning model, an educational approach that reverses the traditional lecture and 

homework elements of a course. This model of teaching has become particularly attractive 

because of the availability of internet resources including audio and video on any subject. It 

can make use of social media (YouTube, blogs, wikis, iTunes U or podcasts) and other Web 

2.0 tools, to connect tutors to the students. The blended learning model has the potential to 

facilitate active learning and improve academic performance while avoiding issues that are 

associated with non-attendance-based teaching (Pereira et al., 2007). However, this learning 

model is heavily dependent on students preparing outside of class, therefore there is a concern 

that students may fail to engage with the assigned pre-class or in-class activities. There is also 

an increased workload involved in preparing the course materials. 

8. Integrated curricula 

Within traditional undergraduate medical & veterinary curricula, the preclinical/first 

years usually concentrate on basic science and subsequent years on clinical sciences and 

clinical training, therefore, students had very limited exposure to anatomy during clinical 

training. This mode of teaching has led to a frequent criticism by clinical tutors due to a lack 

of relevant anatomical knowledge among the new graduates. This led to concerns that 

anatomical knowledge amongst newly qualified doctors may be at a level where patient safety 

could be compromised. Reforms within medical education have led to efforts to develop 

vertically integrated curricula. With this, clinical sciences are introduced in the early years 

while continued attention is paid to anatomy and other basic sciences in the later years of the 

curriculum. In this process, specific areas of anatomical knowledge can be prioritized such 

that only anatomy relevant to the general practitioner will be taught to all students in the 

preclinical years, and trainees with surgical or other specialized interests who need advanced 

knowledge of anatomy will receive it later in the clinical years and residency programs 

(Brooks et al., 2015). 

Despite calls for teaching anatomy throughout the entire curriculum, vertical 

integration within curricula is often unidirectional. Clinical sciences are easily integrated in 

the preclinical years, however, it is far less common for basic sciences to be taught in the later 

years of the curriculum. In addition, vertical integration of anatomy across clinical and 
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preclinical years needs a lot of time and work in planning, organization and execution. The 

faculty members and administrators have to be actively involved and enthusiastic and have to 

cooperate beyond departmental borders (Dahle et al., 2002). The reduction in the number of 

contact hours allocated to gross anatomy in integrated curricula are thought to have led to 

insufficient anatomical knowledge amongst students and junior doctors. There is also a 

considerable concern that students will concentrate on clinical aspects and abandon the basic 

sciences in an integrated curriculum, therefore, it is claimed that students no longer gain a 

coherent and overall picture of the anatomy of the whole body (Bergman et al., 2011). 

9. System-based curricula 

Since the early, gross anatomy has been taught as a system-based, curricula which 

integrates normal structure, normal function and pathophysiology of disease. Within a system 

based curriculum, learners can master materials with one system as a foundation to the 

subsequent systems much easier than if they pursued a region-based approach. As the learner 

moves further forward, the relationships, functional significance and clinical correlations of 

structures that belong to different systems are discussed and consecutively revisited several 

times. A system-based approach enhances long-term retention of acquired knowledge and thus 

reduces the need for massed and crammed repetition. With this, learners can retain factual 

information more easily and relate anatomical knowledge to their clinical practice. Now the 

courses designed on regional basis a single anatomical region contains structures with varied 

characteristics, functions and relationships that belong to different systems, and are taught in 

different courses. This proved to be problematic as students had difficulty mastering large 

amounts of disjointed information taught in within a region based curriculum.  

Conclusion 

The debate continues on how to teach anatomy in the most effective way. Although 

dissection of cadavers has remained the gold standard for learning anatomical knowledge for 

hundreds of years, it is considered outdated, costly, time-consuming and a potentially 

hazardous approach. The transition from standalone anatomy courses into integrated and 

system-based curricula, and the reduction of teaching staff, resources and contact teaching 

hours have led many Western institutions to adopt cost effective, less time consuming and up-

to-date teaching alternatives such as plastination, CBL, medical imaging and blended learning.  
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CADAVER PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES FOR EDUCATION AND EXTENSION 

ACTIVITY   

 

Santosh A. Gaikwad 

Professor & Head  

Department of Veterinary Anatomy  

Mumbai Veterinary College, Parel, Mumbai -400012 
 

 

The preservation techniques included here are: Taxidermy, Plastination, Freeze drying, 

Skeleton preparation and luminal cast. 

A) Taxidermy: The word ‘Taxidermy’ is derived from the Greek taxis meaning “fixing” or 
arrangement and derma meaning ‘skin’. Taking this ‘skin’ fixing as a literal definition. It is 

possible to perform taxidermy of mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles and amphibians and 

procedure to perform taxidermy is also variable accordingly. In this case we will see the 

procedure applied to prepare of big cats (Tigers, Lion, Leopards). 

Skinning: To skin an animal make an inclusion from the chin along the belly to tip of tail, 

Then from paw to paw across the chest, and deal similarly with the hind legs. If they are done 

haphazard. The appearance of the skin will be completely wrecked. Place the carcass on its 

back and make an incision through the chin and carry it along the centre of the throat to the 

chest. There is a whorl of hair which runs from the chest along the belly to the vent, then carry 

the incision along from the vent to tip of tail. Fore legs – after cutting through the ball of the 

pad the incision must be made exactly through the center of the white till it reaches the 

incision which is made from chin to tip of tail, the other fore leg is treated in the same way, 

both these incision should meet on the chest, and not end one above the other, Hind legs - 

after cutting through the ball of the pad. The incision runs behind the leg to end of the 

calcaneum, then turn inside the thigh. The hind leg, of course must be done in the same way. 

It will be better to mark with charcoal on proposed incision lines before the skinning carried 

out. After the pads have been skinned and turned back, also inside of the thigh and belly, there 

is not much need for the knife as the skin ought to be removed by what butchers term ‘fisting’. 
Get someone to hold the leg to keep the carcass rigid, when the skinners pull the skin taut with 

his left hand and, with his right first clenched, process vigorously on the skin close to the 

flesh, and practically peels it off the carcass. In this way the body skin can be removed 

without any flesh adhering to it, and saves much time and labour later on. Cut the case of the 

ear close to the skull, and continue the skinning eyelids, to make sure the rims of the eyes are 

not cut. Both the upper and lower lips are cut close to the gums, and the cartilage of the nose 

cut across as close to the nostrils as possible. The whole skin will now come of the carcass 

expect the tail. It is most essential that every scrap of flesh is removed from the skin of the 

lips, otherwise the preservative cannot strike through to the hair roots. All the cartilage and the 

flesh of the nose must be cut away till just the skin is left. The ear consists of through cartilage 

covered on both sided with very thin skin. The cartilage has to be removed completely (fig. 1 

& 2).  

Tanning of skin: It involves a combination of applying chemicals that tan the skin and the 

beaming and working of the skin that breaks up the fibers and softens it so it can be used. This 
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work requires hard manual labor to change a raw skin into one that is soft and pliable over its 

entire surface (fig. 4). 

Types of tanning: 

1) Alum tanning (Water - 1 gallon + Salt - ½ pound + Alum - ¼ pound + Carbolic acid ½ 

ounces). 

2) Tanning with the pickle solution (Water - 1 gallon + Salt – ½ pound + Sulphuric acid 1 ½ 

ounces). 

3) Chrome tanning (Water - 1 gallon + Salt - 6 ounces + Alum - 2 to 3 ounces + Carbolic acid 

¼ ounces + Chrome tan 10 grams per gallon of solution).  

Stretching skins - A freshly stripped skin, which is full of elasticity, will naturally stretch 

longer and wider than the animal from which it has been removed. 

Skeleton - For all specimens to be mounted ENTIRE, the entire skeleton must be saved. All 

the flesh is cut away, and the bones are left attached by their ligaments and not separated. The 

front legs with their shoulder blades must be done separately, as they are not attached to the 

skeleton. After the skeleton is treated with arsenical soap and kept aired for hours in the shade 

(Akeley method). Erect the skeleton in position what you want. This is a big help in getting 

the correct position and anatomy (fig. 3).  

Modelling: The skeleton, now called the armature that will receive the modeling clay used to 

model out the form and anatomy of the animal. Note that with each position the animal is to 

take, the anatomy takes on a different muscular formation. This is the crucial stage – to turn 

out a well-mounted animal, the clay form must be as exact as was the body of the animal after 

the skin was removed fig. 5 shows the modeled clay body of the tiger ready for casting the 

mold. 

Molding: The plaster of Paris is made by first dividing the clay form into sections, thus after 

the plaster has set, the mold can be pulled apart (fig. 5 & 7). 

Casting / Manikin: It is this that will receive the tanned skin of the animal and it is exact 

copy of the clay model, made up of either paper pulp or fiber glass (fig. 6). 

Mounting: The tanned skin should be relaxed and poisoned; the body paste (Dextrinpound + 

Glycerine - 6 ounces + Carbolic acid – 2 teaspoons + Borax or Arsenic water - 2 teaspoons) is 

the brushed over the manikin and the skin is pulled / adjusted until all is in proper position. 

The paste holds the skin tight to the modeled anatomy of the manikin. Ear liners are put in the 

ears, the skin is modeled around the face, and the incisions / cuts along the ventral portion 

from chin to the tip of the tail and down the legs are sewed together (fig. 8). The colored glass 

eyes, whiskers, artificial tongue and artificial teeth’s are adjusted on proper position to look 
lifelike fig.  

                
       Fig. 1. Dead lioness – ready for skinning                     Fig. 2. Cadaver ready for fleshing 
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Fig. 3. Skeleton preparation                                        Fig. 4. Tanned skin 

 

 

       
         Fig. 5. Clay modeling for P.O.P. moulds                             Fig. 6. Fiberglass manikin 

 

       
           Fig. 8. Mounting of skin on manikin                    Fig. 9. Finished taxidermical specimen  

 

B) Plastination: Plastination is a technique, which helps in preservation of biological 

specimens with its natural appearance with the help of polyester resin. This is a technique of 

preparation of dry, coloured, non-toxic, durable, odurless, natural looking specimens. The 

different methods of plastinations have promising solutions for most of the problems. 

Fixation:- These specimens were fixed in the Kaiserling fixing solution for an overnight. The 

Kaiserling solution consists of 300 gm potassium acetate, 150 gm potassium nitrate, 200 ml of 

pure formalin and 800 ml of dematerialized water for an overnight. The advantages of this 

fixation were to achieve the colour preservation and shape of the specimen. 
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Dehydration: Dehydration was done by soaking the specimen in pure acetone at room 

temperature. Four changes of 24 to 48 hours for each change were given to ascertain the 

complete dehydration. 

Impregnation: These dehydrated specimens were later soaked in the polyester resin or Epoxy 

resin for 4-6 days in a jar depending upon the thickness of the specimens for complete 

impregnation. 

Hardening and curing: Once the impregnation is completed, the specimens were collected 

and the excess resin was drained and later transferred to a mixture of solution containing 

polyester resin and a catalyst (hardener). A 2-3 per cent catalyst mixture is used for the 

hardening and drying of the specimens. 

C) Freeze-drying: Freeze-drying is the dehydration of biological specimen from the frozen 

state, which is well-established procedure in medical research for the preparation of 

histological specimens. In histology, freeze-drying permits the preparation of a dehydrated 

tissue specimen, which has not been subjected to fixatives. From small single organ freeze-

dried for microscopic study, to the complete animal prepared for display it involves relatively 

minor modifications in techniques and equipment. 

Posing the specimen: - The technique of freezing the joints of limbs, neck and backbone was 

employed. The agent used was liquid nitrogen. It was simply applied to the joints, which were 

frozen into the required position. Otherwise another method of positioning the specimens by 

the use of wires.  

Initial freezing: - specimens were placed in a conventional deep freezer until sufficiently 

frozen before being placed in the freeze-drier. 

Preservation of completed specimen: - Specimens preserved by freeze-drying, simply kept 

under normal atmospheric conditions, had survived for many years without added precautions 

of air conditioning or humidity control. 

 

 
                                               Freeze-dried specimen of liver of chicken 

 

D) Skeleton preparation by using enzyme: The skeleton is the best and most enduring 

evidence we have, of any animals placed in the nature and its relationships with other animals. 

It is also the solution of the problem in mechanics, that of carrying a given weight and of 

adaptation to some particular mode of life, so the skeleton not only indicates the group of 

animals to which its owner belong, but also tells of his mode of life, for it varies or is 

modified, according as a creature dwells on land, lives underground or in the water, walks, 
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swims or flies; feeds on grass, catches insects. Skeletons, therefore are not only necessary for 

the student of the life of today, but to the palaeontologist, for the life of the past can only be 

interpreted by comparison with that of the present, also the modern taxidermist needs the 

skeleton to aid him in the proper mounting of animals. There are few enzymatic practices used 

in the preparation of bones. The enzymes like papaine and pancreatin had been used in the 

preparation of bones. The tank to be used should be filled with hot water (50-60oC) and the 

papaine added at a rate of 0.05gms per 100cc of water. Place the specimen to be cleaned into 

the tank and incubated it for 24 hrs, kept the mixture at constant temperature. Small mammals, 

such as the mouse and mole should be macerated at a temperature of between 50-60oC. that 

had completed in eight to ten hours. 

 

                                 
                                                Skeleton of Rabbit 

E) Dry fumigated specimens: 

Immediately after evisceration. The hollow organs in the body like lung, stomach, 

intestine, gravid uterus etc. will be collected and washed.  

Fixation: The specimens will be fixed in alcohol / Kaiserlin solution / Jore’s fixative for 24 - 
48 hrs. Depending upon size and type of organs. The extra fixative will be removed after 

complete fixation. 

Injection of air: The air will be injected forcefully in the organ with the help of air 

compressor pump. The organs will be kept in inflated condition for 2 - 3 days for the purpose 

of drying. After drying these hollow organs will remain in inflated condition for better 

understanding of anatomy and physiology of particular system in the body. 

Finishing: The tint of natural color on organ will be done by oil paint colors and air spray 

gun. 

 

 
                  Dry fumigated specimens of Stomach of goat 
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F) Preparation of luminal casts of different materials: 

For the purpose to make copy of hollow organs (lung, stomach, uterus etc.) or to make 

luminal pattern of artery and vein (kidney, liver, whole body etc.) will be done by using 

materials like silicone, rubber latex, resin (polyester/ epoxy) wax, methylmethacrylate 

polymer etc. 

 

                                        
                                              Luminal cast (Silicon) of lung of domestic animals 
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PRESERVATION OF FORMALIN FIXED ANATOMICAL SPECIMENS BY 

ADVANCED PLASTINATION TECHNIQUE 
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Navsari Agricultural University, Navsari-396 450, Gujarat, India 
 

 

 Preservation of biological specimens plays vital role in veterinary education, scientific 

research and medical science. It can be further used as artistic displays of anatomical models 

in museum, educatory exhibitions and as teaching aids. The specimens used in teaching may 

be fresh or preserved; however decaying of the fresh specimens in a short time is one 

disadvantage. Specimens can be preserved for a prolonged period by both traditional methods 

like mummification and embalming or by modern methods such as plastination. 

Mummification is the one of the oldest preservative technique since ancient time and 

popularly known as mummies were prepared and preserved in pyramids by Egyptians. The 

successful preservation of conventional methods by embalmed cadavers/corpse’s are routinely 
practiced for educational and research purposes. Formalin is a colourless and irritative fluid 

that contains 37% of formaldehyde and is commonly used as a preservative agent in 

embalming fluids for preservation of cadavers and biological specimens. It was discovered by 

the British Chemist, August Wilheld Von Hofmann in 1868. The specimens stored in these 

liquids are wet, noxious odor, toxic, allergenic, difficult to transport and distorted 

morphological features. The continuous exposure of these agents can develop disease of eye, 

skin, respiratory and nervous system and sometimes carcinogenic. Alternatively, plastination 

is the most recent and innovative technique of dry preservation of the biological samples.  In 

this technique the preserved specimens are dry, odorless, durable, nontoxic that are easy to 

handle and can be stored at room temperature indefinitely. Plastinated specimens retain their 

original color and consistency and remain dry and free of formalin fumes, thus obtaining 

many advantages over the routine formalin-fixed specimens. This is a most promising and 

upcoming method to preserve the specimens as an alternative of formalin for producing 

natural looking, nontoxic specimens to facilitate teaching and learning when there is a paucity 

of cadavers and dissected materials. Plastination technique is an extension of the 

formaldehyde embalming process. For plastination cadavers/specimens first fixed in formalin 

by formal embalming procedure and dissect to display the desired topographical features. 

Plastination makes it possible to preserve individual tissues and organs that have been 

removed from the body of the deceased as well as the entire body itself.  

History of Plastination 

 Dr. Gunther Von Hagens’ first invented a new technique plastination in 1977 in 
Germany for preservation of biological specimens. He developed the plastination after trial 

and error on many tissues and organs using various polymers and patented it between 1977 

and 1982. He was experimenting with kidney slices and plastic polymers when he came across 

the technique, whereby blood, fat, water and other fluids are replaced by plastic, enabling 

cadaver tissue to be preserved for centuries. After the patent of his plastination technique Von 
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Hagens’ started own company in the name of Biodur Products in 1978, a company that 
specializes in the distribution of tools and chemicals for plastination to educational 

facilities. In 1986, the International Society for plastination was founded by him and one year 

after, the inaugural issue of the journal of the International Society for plastination was 

published. The Institute of Plastination, along with Dr. Von Hagens’ made their first showing 
of plastinated bodies in Japan in 1995, which drew over three million people. They show 

plastinated human bodies from different views and display thin body cross-sections as well as 

full organ systems. Fetuses and embryos are displayed to illustrate early stages of 

development in detail. Von Hagens' plastination technique follows the same basic sequence of 

steps for everything from organs to full bodies, with slight polymer variations to account for 

tissue differences. Von Hagens' plastination is adopted by hundreds of laboratories worldwide 

to help with the teaching and study of the body. Plastination is useful in anatomy as well as 

serving as models and teaching tools. 

Principles of Plastination 

  The basic principle of plastination is that a plastic polymer replaces the biological fluid 

within a given specimen. In this process, water and lipids in biological tissues are replaced by 

curable polymers i.e. Silicone, epoxy resins and polyesters which yields dry, odorless, hard 

and firm nature of plastinates as similar with natural conditions. Standard process of 

plastination includes Fixation, Dehydration, Forced impregnation and Hardening and Curing. 

Fixation: 

The specimens or any body part to be plastinated are first fixed in a chemical like 10% 

formalin for few days. Formaldehyde has the property of forming crosslinking between 

proteins, primarily the residues of the basic amino acid lysine. The formation of this high 

molecular cross linked lattice causes loss of ability to retain water, thus help to prevent 

decomposition of the tissues and preserve cells and tissues as their normal state as possible. 

They may also confer a degree of rigidity. Hollow organs keep dilated during fixation. 

Fixation can be beneficial in maintaining the shape or arrangement of a specimen. 

Dehydration: 

After the fixation of specimens necessary dissection is carried out to expose the 

individual anatomical structures and elements of specimen, then specimens are thoroughly 

rinsed in clean water to remove excess formalin. When the necessary dissection is completed 

the actual process of dehydration is begin. In this process the lipid and water of tissue is 

removed by immersing the specimen in acetone bath because polymers cannot directly replace 

lipids and water. The specimen is placed in acetone bath for at least a period of 3 weeks at 

room temperature by giving changes in every week, thus the tissue water is slowly replaced by 

the acetone. The amount of dehydrating agent should be 10 times of the weight of specimen 

immersed. The specimens are completely immersed in acetone bath in glass/plastic jars and 

covered with lids and sealed to prevent evaporation of acetone. In dehydration excessive 

shrinkage can be avoided by proper monitoring during acetone bath to retain their normal 

shape of specimen. Under freezing conditions, the acetone draws out all the water and 

replaces it inside the cells. Before impregnation, specimens are immersed in chloroform. Two 

to three changes are given at 4 days interval. The purpose is to remove dehydrating agents 

from tissues and prepare the tissues for impregnation. 
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Forced impregnation:  

After the specimen thoroughly dehydrated with acetone and cleared with 

chloroform/xylene, it is placed in a bath of liquid polymer such as silicone, polyester, epoxy 

resin or melamyne by creating a vacuum. Under a vacuum the acetones is extracted and leave 

the cells, while the liquid polymer is drawn into the body by replacing the acetone resulting 

cells were filled with liquid plastic. A mixture of chloroform and polymers at the ratio of 1: 1 

can also be used for proper infiltration of resins inside the cells.  

Hardening and Curing: 

Depending on the polymer used, this is performed with gas, ultraviolet light, or heat. 

The resulting plastinates assume rigidity and permanence. Curing of the specimen can be 

performed by exposing it to sunlight for 24 hrs. The specimens can be whole body or part of 

body developed by this process known as plastinated or plastins. 

Methods of Plastination 

 To preserve whole body or organs mainly three type of methods used in plastination 

viz., silicone plastination, sheet plastination and luminal cast plastination.  

 Silicone plastination technique (S10) and polypropylene resins are most commonly 

used to preserve whole of the structure or organ and slices. Fresh or embalmed specimens can 

be plastinated with this technique. This method consists of major steps of plastination like 

fixation, dehydration/defatting, forced impregnation and hardening and curing. In Silicone-10 

(S10) technique, formalin fixed specimens are washed and pre-cooled at 4oC. The specimens 

are then dehydrated by freeze substitution in acetone at 25oC. The specimens are subjected to 

three changes in acetone, initially in 85% and then 100% acetone. Once the specimens are 

dehydrated, the fatty specimens are kept in 100% acetone overnight or for 2 to 3 days at room 

temperature for degreasing. Forced impregnation is done in a bath of silicone resin which 

contains 100 parts of S-10 with one part of Silicone 3, which act as a catalyst in a vacuum 

chamber. Once impregnation is completed the specimens are taken out of the vacuum 

chamber. The excess resin is drained off and the specimens are placed in a gas chamber. 

Silicone-6 (S6) is used as the hardener in the curing chamber. 

 Melamine resin can also be used to preserve whole animal body or organs had been 

adopted by various anatomical laboratories in India due to easily availability in local market 

(Asian Paints-Melamyne glossy). In this method cadavers are soaked in pure acetone for 

dehydration. Subsequently, 3 to 4 changes had given at 4 days of interval in acetone. The 

impregnation is carried out in 1:1 ratio of chloroform and melamyne solution for 4-6 days. 

Further, 2-3 changes are given at 4 days interval in same ratio of solution. Curing of cadaver is 

done by soaking of specimen in 9:1 ratio of melamyne and hardener for 4 days at room 

temperature.  

 In sheet plastination method 2-5 mm slices of biological tissue can be preserved. These 

sheets are portable and shows cross sectional anatomy of organs equivalent to CT or MRI scan 

sections. Polymers such as epoxy resins, polyester and polypropylene are used to making 

sheet plastinates. Sheet plastination method with epoxy resins (E12) provides precise semi-

transparent sectional specimens can be examined with the naked eye. In polyester plastination 

method (P35), the tissue fluid is removed and is replaced with a curable polyester resin. This 

method can be used for head brain and body slices. Ottone et al. (2016) prepared sheet 

plastinated model of human knee by obtaining 5 mm thick sections and compared with 
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computerized tomography images. Authors reported that development of an alternative sheet 

plastination technique using epoxy resin allows the preservation of anatomical regions which 

are difficult to study, with the possibility of comparing the sections with imaging studies. In 

this method anatomy can be usefully combined with clinical experience and allowing students 

and researchers to gain more significant knowledge of anatomy. 

 Luminal cast plastination can be used to plastinate hollow internal organs of body like 

lungs, stomach, intestine, ventricles of brain, vascular pattern of heart and kidneys. Specimens 

are dilated/inflated during fixation, dehydration and curing. Fresh organ is commonly 

preferred to see the bronchial pattern of lungs. For preparation of the cast of lungs first step is 

to cleaned the lumen by repeatedly wash with water, then plastination material Silicone 

sealant inserted with help of silicone gun. After that larger easily removable structures 

dissected out and boiling done for half to one hour, so most of the tissue dissolved and leaving 

the luminal cast. Bronchial pattern of lungs can be seen brilliantly by this technique. 

Benefits and Limitation of Plastination Technique 

 Plastination specimens are odourless, dry and everlasting teaching aids and overcome 

the existing formalin embalmed preservation method having various health hazards. These 

specimens are almost natural looking which helps in as a teaching tool in classroom and 

various fields in medical sciences. Plastinated models can also be used in anatomy museums 

for exhibition and direct studies by students. This technique minimizes the daily exposure of 

handlers to a hazardous substance like formaldehyde and also reduces the need of bodies to 

prepare new specimens. Thus, its practical utility in preserving anatomical specimens gets 

popularity among the anatomist of veterinary and medical field. 

 Plastinated specimens have also their some limitations. Plastinated models are 

relatively inflexible and cannot be easily reflected or manipulated to see the underlying gross 

anatomical structures of specimen. Necessary dissection before plastination can make it 

possible to produce superior plastinated models. This technique also needs separate 

laboratory, more equipments and expertise than the traditional laboratory method. This 

technique is sensitive, time consuming and needs a devoted anatomist. Chemicals used in this 

technique like acetone are highly inflammable and should be used in a place equipped with 

fire safety equipments. To produce better quality plastinated models of various body parts or 

organs required alteration in protocol of plastination technique. In future, more research 

should be needed to achieve fast and cost effective technique of plastination. 
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Veterinary Anatomy is a basic subject in the study of Veterinary Medicine and related 

biomedical sciences.  The anatomy laboratory, for example, is an ideal environment for 

growing and assessing early skills and introduces students to the need for communicating 

effectively with each other and the staff. The use of peer-assisted learning, team-based 

learning, and near-peer teaching have been shown as methods that can promote 

communication skills development as well as the required anatomical knowledge and 

understanding. 

Cultural changes, scientific progress, and new directions in veterinary education have 

modified the role of dissection in teaching anatomy in Veterinary colleges. In order to 

understand the present situation, it is necessary to mention some important facts that have 

changed the way in which anatomy is taught and also to analyze the role of the dissection in 

this process.  

  Dissection is the primary teaching tool in Veterinary Anatomy. Animal dissection is an 

integral part in the learning of Veterinary Anatomy as the students learn the basic 

constructional principles of the animal body by dissecting the cadaver. The benefits include 

the gaining of practical skills such as appreciation of the body structures, first-hand 

understanding of anatomical variability, learning teamwork and peer interaction. 

Technological innovations and other resources created in the last 30 years have stimulated a 

discussion about the role of dissection as a teaching tool. 

In recent times, the value of dissection has been a challenging subject of discussion 

due to high costs and problems with ethical issues. With the advent of new techniques and 

computers, alternative methods of teaching anatomy have come into existence. However, the 

gross anatomy dissection offers the unique possibility of learning through practical 

development of manual skills required for adequate comprehension of the subject matter.  

Multimedia in teaching  

Teaching anatomy with computerized learning packages so that students know exactly 

what to expect beforehand and how to best spend limited time in the dissection room. The 

future of anatomy teaching must rely more on visual aids outside the dissection room as 

students who accessed web-based computer-aided instruction resources scored significantly 

higher on examinations than those who never accessed the online content.   

Dissection of animal cadavers in the classrooms of Anatomy is mandatory to have the 

strong foundation in Veterinary Science. However, alternatives to use of animals in research 

and education have become the National concern in recent years. The 3R’s concept of 
Replacement, Reduction and Refinement has been first proposed by Russell and Burch in their 

treatise entitled “The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique” in 1959.  
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It is acknowledged that medicine and the scientific research cannot exist in isolation 

and in the developments at the global scenario, it is accepted that that the observance of 3R’s 
in animal experimentation is strongly emphasized. By introducing Computer Assisted 

Learning aids, the term ‘relative replacement’ is possible where the number of animal 
cadavers used for dissection is minimized. 

  Hence, an interactive CD – rom on “Regional dissection of OX” which is the first of 

its kind in India in the subject of Veterinary Anatomy has been designed in the Department of 

Veterinary Anatomy and Histology, Madras Veterinary College Tamil nadu Veterinary and 

Animal Sciences University with an emphasis on tabbing the advantage of using the electronic 

media in education. Multimedia tools like video, audio, text, graphics, animations and 

photograph have been used in this to accomplish the mission of making the CD – ROM in a 

useful manner. 

Six volumes (region wise) of CD’s viz., Forelimb (Vol – I), Head (Vol – II), Neck 

(Vol – III), Thorax (Vol – IX), Abdomen (Vol – V) and Hind limb (Vol – VI) have been 

prepared. 

Special features 

a) Each region has the details of muscles, blood vessels and nerves in the form of live video 

on ‘Dissection of Ox’ with brief audio description 

b) Animations have been used for better understanding on the details of origin/ insertion of the 

muscles 

c) Picture of bones of different regions with the structural details are given with the audio 

description on mouse over control 

d) Quiz comprising of multiple choice question and glossary of more than 500 terminologies 

are the additional features of the CD.  

In continuation of this, two interactive modules, namely descriptive and manual tool 

(“try yourself”) have been developed by Tamilnadu Veterinary and Animal Sciences 

university.The surgical sites, nerve block and injection sites are explained in thi CD rom 

CD-Rom on e-Atlas on Histology 

Histology is one of the core courses in the curriculum for Veterinary Science and 

allied health professions. It requires both an understanding of the cellular structure of organs 

and tissues and the ability to recognize tissues at the microscopic level. Traditionally, students 

have used microscopes to study specimens on glass slides. While extensive practice with the 

microscope is not essential in the modern health care setting and histology remains an image-

intensive discipline. To understand the organization and function of tissues requires that 

students be able to interpret microscopic images. By presenting nested images at increasing 

magnification, e-Atlas on Histology - An Interactive CD-ROM provides a sense of scale and 

proportion that cannot be achieved in a standard histology text or atlas.  

e-Atlas on Histology has been prepared to gain access and to facilitate the recall of 

histological feature of various organs of domestic animals. It offers a complete introduction to 

histology and is packed with clear and thoroughly labelled images and illustrations with an 

elegant navigation structure. 

e-Atlas is an interactive, annotated digital atlas of over 200 original photomicrographs, 

along with an accompanying review text. 
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The content of e-Atlas is split into “General histology and Special histology”. The 
images presented are mostly taken from the actual slides available in the Department of 

Veterinary Anatomy, Madras Veterinary College.  

Moreover, the text descriptions and labeled images offer flexibility (students can study 

at any computer) and opportunities for small-group learning (several students can examine the 

images together), yet provide guidance for independent study. 

It also includes the Glossary comprising of 752 terminologies pertaining to the field of 

histology in alphabetical manner and Test Trivia knowledge with Quiz and Cross word. 

Models and Mannequins 

The alternatives comprise synthetic training objectives designed to replicate or 

simulate organs, limbs or whole animals and apparatus for simulating physiological functions 

and for the teaching of clinical skills.Plastic models showing animal’s internal structure are 
commonly used for teaching morphology (Martinson and Nick jukes, 2005) 

Mannequins (Phantoms) are life like representations of animals.For difficult 

procedures such as catheterization of female dogs, anatomically correct mannequins can allow 

the student to follow the visual and tactile clues for the technique. 

However, a simple comparison between the animal practical and the alternative is not 

always sufficient to fully investigate the potential and impact of alternatives.All curricular 

design involves combining tools from many different from many different sources, and 

alternatives will almost always be used in combination to meet teaching objectives and to 

achieve a comprehensive learning experience. 

Plastination models  

Many institutions have overcome problems surrounding dissection with plastic models 

Plastic specimens are modeled to perfection and possess a longer shelf-life than cadavers but 

they will eventually pose problems.   

The role of dissection and the teaching of anatomy evolved during the last half of the 

20th century, resulting in new preservation techniques and technological tools based on the 

imaging. Plastination created by Gunther Von Hagens, was an innovation in the anatomy 

laboratory at Heidelberg University in Germany in 1978, and it is currently used in both 

teaching and research. 

Plastination is a relatively new advancement in cadaveric science, an effective 

technique of tissue preservation of entire organs or cross-sectional body slices. Using 

polymers such as resin, silicone, and polyester give differing mechanical properties that 

ultimately result in robust, dry, odourless, and life-like specimens, which can be used well in 

an educational capacity in gross anatomy.   

Plastination permits realistic visualization of anatomical concepts that are simply too 

difficult to describe. Nevertheless, plastinated prosections should ideally be used adjuvant 

with cadaveric dissection for full appreciation of the interactions between body systems and to 

understand the body as one entity.  

Medical Imaging 

Imaging has become more important diagnostically and in anatomy teaching, which 

has created a need for new expertise to interpret radiography ultrasound, metabolic imaging, 

and multiplanar (virtual 3D) constructions such as high resolution CT cadaveric scans. 
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Radiology education offers in vivo visualization of anatomy and physiology as well as insight 

into pathological processes.  

Vascular anatomy can also be better visualized using virtual contrast injection to 

convert MRI and CT imaging into 3D virtual reality movie sequences. Otherwise, study tools, 

revision sessions, and examinations can be completed at individual pace, and progression can 

be measured objectively between time intervals using interactive online e-learning modules.  

The anatomy of the 4D phantom is based on simple geometric primitives but uses 

overlap, cut planes, and intersection to form the complex biological shapes. Using 

mathematical formulae, the size, shape and configurations of the major thoracic structures and 

organs- such as the heart, liver, and rib cage- are modelled for imaging purposes.  

In order to record articulated motion of a human or an animal, traditional motion 

capture requires setting up markers on the performer’s body. By contrast, multiple camera 
systems offer new approach of capturing performance of a subject. In this case, shape and 

motion are represented by a temporal stream of 3D meshes, coined as 4D data. 

Virtual Simulation 

Since learning is correlated to level of involvement interactive and problem-orientated 

learning adds interest and aids in long-term retention of knowledge to identify clinically 

relevant anatomical structures. Surgical trainees have the recent luxury to practice procedures 

using virtual reality simulation. Similar simulations can also be effective for the students to 

visualize and interact with internal organs while offering a more accurate insight into surgical 

careers.  

Virtual dissection tool for anatomy education has been developed which enables users 

to make incisions in any way or shape anywhere on the cadaver and remove structures layer-

by-layer, and structure-by-structure. Surgical cuts can also be simulated and gives a valuable 

solution for learning Anatomy. 

Virtual dissection and use of 3D and 4D models are beneficial in many ways. Students 

have a clearly labelled model to work with and study. Computer programs are much more cost 

effective mainly because they can be used over and over again.  

Body Painting  

Body painting has been an additional visual aid in surface Anatomy classes for 

reviewing underlying systems in which questionnaire studies indicate that this technique has 

been accepted to enhance learning by staff and students. 

Problem Based Learning 

Problem-based learning (PBL) and claims to be particularly designed for active self-

directed learners. Anatomy PBL and setting projects will familiarize students with basic 

pathology and research opportunities to encourage synergy so that students work together to 

complete learning aims.  

Overall there is a variety of approaches to enhance further the opportunities for 

communication skills training and assessment provided for our students in teaching sessions. 

Providing multiple opportunities for students to learn and practice their subject appears to be 

the key to continued development and success.  

The findings indicate that teachers identify strengths and drawbacks to both dissection 

and alternatives, but the majority continue to strongly favour traditional dissection and see it 

as vital to biology education. Further, although teachers expressed concerns with dissection, 
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their concerns were over-shadowed by an overall dissatisfaction with alternatives. It is argued 

that teachers need to engage more deeply with the ethical questions that underlie dissection 

and consider how its learning outcomes can be achieved through humane science education 

practices. It is also argued that science teacher education programs should include ethical 

discussions about the controversies of dissection and provide training to familiarize pre-

service teachers with alternatives. 

It may be mentioned that Anatomists have to tighten their belts to be ready to accept 

newer avenues being offered and opened in this ever and fast changing challenging field of 

biological sciences. It is clear that as Anatomists, we should adjust our courses to incorporate 

the modern technologies and communication skills in teaching Anatomy. It now depends on 

Universities all over to unite to promote the significance of Anatomy education and if 

concentrating on this, will lead to incompetent anatomists and healthcare professionals.  
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Wildlife Forensics is a science which employs techniques to help not only in the 

identification of commercial products and body parts of protected species but also in linking 

the victim to the suspect and the crime scene. The illegal trade in wildlife mammals, birds, 

insects and reptiles is very well networked across the world and every year thousands of wild 

animals, birds, insects and fish are sold across the world. India recorded 98 tiger deaths and 17 

cases of seized bones, skins, and claws, resulting in an estimated total loss of 115 tigers 

in 2017. In 2018, 85 tiger deaths have been recorded so far with 25 cases of poaching and 

seizures of parts. The major reason of exploitation is the use of it in anti-ageing medicines, 

asthma, high cholesterol, goitre, kidney disorders and skin afflictions and infertility. The 

evidences from which identification of species in wildlife forensic being done are cooked and 

dried meats, dried shark fins, eggshells, animal hairs, bone, ivory, rhinoceros horns, turtle 

shell, feathers and fish scales. To identify the species anatomical application may be a good 

clue to solve the cases. 

The anatomical characters are the simplest way of wildlife forensic method in the 

identification process of bones and least expensive forensic analysis. Just looking of 

incomplete orbital rim of the skull give clue to the species of carnivores which we can 

differentiate with the herbivores skull. The number of check teeth behind the canine teeth also 

important clue to differentiate feline species which have three cheek teeth from canine species 

which have more than three cheek teeth. There are 15 feline species exist in India. Four 

species are large feline while rest of 10 species are small feline. All the species have similar 

cat characters and to differentiate among these species keen observation and deep osteological 

knowledge is required. The sub-adult tiger skull size is similar to the adult leopard skull size, 

Hence there is a challenge for wildlife anatomist to differentiate between these two species. 

The relation of the nasal bone and maxilla bone to the facial bone is given clue to differentiate 

leopard to tiger species. 

In the identification of species based on morphological characteristics of wildlife 

species provides important clues based on external appearance. Different species generally 

possess distinct physical appearance like skin coat colour, a pattern of colouration, eyes, 

pinna, tails, ivory etc. Ivory, illegally traded from Asian or African elephant is a form of 

dentine, has a unique characteristic pattern known as Schreger. It also has another 

characteristic of angled pattern that forms the basis of identification even between the species.  

When whole skin or skeleton is present as evidence, then the morphological, 

anatomical and microscopic analysis is helpful in identification of the species. When skin 

evidence of animals is seized hair analysis and comparison with a reference sample are 

essential in identifying the species of origin. With some practice, it may be possible to 

recognise most carnivore skins readily, even though they may show variations in size, colour 

and pattern. The guard hair forms a thick layer in most species. A tail is always present, the 

https://www.livemint.com/Politics/fK7Bm3Mxcu5FxS0xX4nvnJ/115-tiger-deaths-recorded-in-2017-Madhya-Pradesh-tops-the-l.html
http://www.wpsi-india.org/statistics/
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nose pad is naked and usually, 4-5 claws are present in each foot. Some minute observation 

like transverse strips on each side of the back and legs, tail usually thick or with slight taper, 

with transverse rings indicate the feline skin. Lyre pattern on neck, tail medium length, usually 

tapered, lower body and /or legs usually darker than sides, dorsal crest indicates civet skin. 

Wolf or fox skin identified by long hair, bushy tail with a dorsal scent gland, distinct shoulder 

cross in most species. The major problems with morphological identifications are the non-

availability of the whole animal or its intact parts preserved as such and the morphological 

analysis is again limited to the level of genus or its higher taxonomic level.  

           Horns of Indian species also play a role to solve the forensic wildlife cases. The length 

and circumference are two important characters of horn through which we can get a clue to 

identify the species.  

           Hair plays a vital role which can be used to identify the species. The hairs are collected 

by using wide, transparent sticky tape lint roller and cleaned and degreased in 70% ethanol 

and further investigated by light microscopy according to the quick method recommended 

in criminology. Hair samples are analyzed using a light microscope equipped with a video 

camera and connected to the image-analysis and morphometry system. Morphometric analysis 

of hair shaft, medullary diameter, cortex thickness and medullary vacuolated cells At least 10 

measurements are recorded in each hair sample. Cuticle scales are investigated by the rapid 

nail polish method hair shafts are embedded in a thin coat of clear nail polish applied on a 

glass microscope slide and when the polish surface is dried, the hair is removed leaving the 

scale covering on the slide. The average distance between two consecutive scale margins 

(scale length, SL) and the scale pattern are also microscopically evaluated. Human hair is 

unique in that its medullary index (the fraction of the hair shaft's diameter that the medulla 

occupies) is very small, generally less than 1/3. Other species will have much larger ratios, 

usually at least 1/2. The distribution of the medulla is an important characteristic, this 

describes the presence of medulla along the hair shaft, absent, continuous or discontinuous or 

several terms used to describe the medulla distribution. Hairs are biological specimen and 

subjected to variations, in this, we have to establish the variation in the sample. Wild animals 

had a larger hair diameter than the domestic ones. Depending on the species, the scale shape 

and the outline of their margins show some particularities. In the wild animals, the SL is 

always longer than that one found in the domestic species. This difference could be used as a 

useful feature in species differentiation. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) can be utilized 

for the identification of the animals based on hair evidence. Hair scale pattern of different 

species have been reported in Australia and Europe for the mammalian species. The major 

limitations of microscopic techniques are that it requires samples for microscopic examination 

in well preserved. In conclusion, the veterinary anatomy can play an important role in dealing 

with wildlife forensic cases and ultimately help to enforcement law agencies to implement of 

Wildlife Protection Act, 1972.  
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Putrefaction is a feature of all biological tissues and to prevent the putrefaction, 

various methods of tissue preservation have been developed over a time. Currently many 

procedures of anatomical specimen preservation are applied in various anatomy laboratories, 

to meet certain quality criteria such as: the processing and maintenance of the sample must be 

as simple as possible, and the articles obtained must not threaten the health of people, 

handling them. The regular exposure of anatomists and their students to formalin leads to 

many health problems, such as irritation of the eye and upper respiratory tract, reduction in 

pulmonary function, and increased risk of nasal and lung cancer. Plastination, corrosion cast 

and pneumatic dried specimen preparation techniques are decreasing the exposure to formalin 

which reduces the health hazards from formalin fixed samples.  

The process of teaching and learning of anatomy has been affected by different factors 

which enforced anatomists to search for new ways to maximize the student´s appropriation of 

anatomical concepts. Techniques such as corrosion cast and pneumatic dried specimen 

preparation are known to be a more effective way of achieving optimal results with the 

students. The results of using these procedures showed increased sense of responsibility, 

dedication and awareness among the students, which led them to take the class more seriously 

and enjoy the process of learning.  

CORROSION CASTS: 

Corrosion cast is a well-known method to study the three-dimensional structure of 

ductal system, cavities of organ and tissue and blood vessels. A well-prepared cast provides an 

excellent tool to have an in-depth knowledge of the organ and tissue studied; as they replicate 

the vasculature and ductal system anatomy. The ideal technique for preparing good quality 

casts should be simple, inexpensive, rapid and not alter the morphology of the anatomical 

structure. 

Methods of corrosion cast preparation: There are several methods which are used for cast 

preparation of various anatomical structures. The objective of injection and corrosion is to 

preserve the polymer matrix (internal conformation) of one or several ducts of an organ, then 

eliminating all the surrounding tissue, and finally obtaining a three dimensional polymeric 

specimen that shows the internal conformation of the specimen, without any biological risk. 

The technique mainly consists of three steps:  

 Specimen preparation 

 Injection of the casting media  

 Corrosion of the cast  

Specimen preparation 

The organs collected, are fresh or refrigerated and free from disease. The duct system, 

heart chambers and major vessels are washed with tap water or physiological saline. A 

thorough wash will remove clots and other debris, and improve the visualization of the 

structures of interest. The samples are air-dried for about 10 min. It is imperative to pursue a 

careful dissection of the main ducts to avoid damaging them or the surrounding tissue, 
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because it is important to keep the three dimensional structure intact and to avoid leakage of 

small terminal branches injured during dissection. The various vessels and ducts are 

cannulated with the largest catheter. 

Injection of casting material 

  After a careful preparation of the specimen, the duct or structure is isolated and 

cannulated properly. After introducing the tube in the duct, it must be fixed in place to avoid 

any leaking of the material injected under pressure. After the isolation and cannulation of the 

structures, it is important to prepare the chosen polymer for the organ; that has shown the best 

results. The polymers that can be used with variable results are acrylic, polyester resin, epoxy 

resin, silicone, and polyurethane etc. Use a color code to differentiate the various structures 

for example, red color for artery, blue color for vein, white color for airway, yellow color for 

urinary ducts and green color for biliary ducts. 

The polymer must be injected directly in each duct independently using positive 

pressure. The pumping can be done with a compressor pump and a polymer container or 

manually with different sized syringes, depending on how much polymer is going to be 

injected. In our laboratory we use the silicon container tube for preparation of cast of 

bronchial tree, which injected with the help of injecting gun. All the tubes must be sealed with 

different clamps and then the polymerization process should be allowed for the necessary time 

(24 to 48 hrs.) until resin solidifies. To obtain the in vivo shape of an organ without 

deformities, it can be placed in the anatomic position. 

For injecting the polyurethane (diphenylmethane-4,4-diisocyanate) foam. It is sprayed 

into a cylinder and mixed thoroughly with acetone in order to prevent its expansion. The ratio 

of foam to acetone is 4:1. The solution then poured into a syringe of a size depending on the 

amount of foam. In order to adopt the procedure to the lung, the pulmonary venous system 

was cast first to obtain a realistic cast. After finishing the casting procedure, the specimens 

were stored at 40 C overnight to allow the foam to harden. Two drawbacks were observed. The 

first is the fact that multiple injections cannot be made in the same cavity since the foam 

solidifies quickly; the second is the slight brittleness of the cast, due to the low elasticity of 

polyurethane foam. 

Properties of an Ideal Casting Media:  

An ideal casting media has following properties which makes it easy to inject into the 

ductal system of an organ. 

 The media should be of a low viscosity to ensure perfect filling of the smallest spaces 

 Should be nontoxic liquid 

 Chemically and physiologically neutral in the system to be cast 

 Polymerize within a short period following injection with minimal shrinking  

 Should be resistant to corrosion, cleaning, and dissection. 

Corrosion (Maceration) of cast 

Corrosion comprises the elimination of all the surrounding tissue, leaving only the 

matrix that has already been injected with the polymer. The tissues were decomposed in a 

30% H2SO4 solution or in a 10% NaOH solution or HCL, for a variable period depending on 

the size of the sample. Large size specimens required the solution to be replaced every 5-7 

days. It is important to store the samples in a fume cupboard. Finally, the casts were gently 

washed with water jets to remove the macerated tissue, and then air-dried at ambient 

temperature.  
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PNEUMATIC DRIED SPECIMENS: 

Pneumatic drying (air-drying) is a simple method for the preservation of hollow organs 

and lungs. It is an alternative method to study and teach gross anatomy to undergraduate and 

postgraduate students. This method of preservation is suitable for developing countries 

because it is cheap to prepare, simple to perform, and can be performed at room temperature 

(37°- 40°C) without special equipment. Helps to solve the problem of studying the anatomical 

points of the gastrointestinal tracts especially in large animals 

Advantages: The prepared specimens have many advantages:  

 Normal anatomical form remains durable and all structures very clear 

 Very light in weight,  

 Non- toxic regarding handling and avoids the ill effects of formalin such as irritation to 

eyes, nose, respiratory tract and carcinogenicity 

 Resistant to improper handling and deterioration by fungi or bacteria  

 These preserved specimens last for many years without any changes 

 Simple to perform, and can be performed at room temperature (37°–40°C) without 

special equipment. 

 Inexpensive to produce, can be stored in open space without any preservatives and can 

be handled comfortably by both students and teachers 

Method of Pneumatic dried specimen preparation:  

Includes following steps- 

Sample preparation 

Fresh hollow organs such as stomach, intestines, female genital system, and lungs are 

carefully dissected out without causing any laceration or tear. The organs are flushed well 

with tap water until ingesta and any other waste products are washed off. The adipose tissue, 

omentum, fat, pleura or mesentery and other unwanted tissues are removed with caution, 

without damaging the outer muscle layers. The ingesta and waste products of the ruminant 

stomach are removed by making small opening, which is then sutured. The organs were fixed 

in 5% formal saline for 8-12 hrs. 

Air-Drying  

The air compressor is accustomed to the appropriate pressure and tubes are connected 

to the openings of the hollow organs. The organs are dilated to the appropriate degree of 

inflation by adjusting the air flow of the air compressor to restore the organs to their natural 

size. Depending on the volume of the organs, they will remain attached to the air compressor 

until complete drying; the lungs usually stay hooked for 7 days, and ruminant stomachs, for 

10 to 14 days. The care should be taken during the pumping of air to avoid herniation or 

rupture or to avoid the closing or shrinking of the organs. 

For stomach and intestines the balloon method is very useful in which, small holes are 

made on the organs without damaging the normal anatomical details. The holes should be big 

enough for the balloons to be inserted. For simple stomach the balloons may also inserted 

through oesophageal and duodenal opening. The intestine was prepared with long narrow 

balloons and not the large balloons.  The good quality balloons of various size are implanted 

into organs and inflated till the organs reach their normal anatomical shape and size. The 

balloons are tied and organs are allowed to air dry in an open room for a period of one week.  
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Post drying preparations  

After complete drying of inflated organ, the lumen of the organs should be filled with 

expanding plastic foam materials such as fiberglass, flexible plastic resin or silicone or filled 

with thermocol balls, to protect the internal structure from destruction by insects or bacteria 

and prevent collapse during handling. External surface of the organs polished with glossy 

melamine or touchwood to protect them from damage by insects, fungus or bacteria, dust and 

moisture. Labeling of certain structures on the external surface of the organs may be 

performed.  
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